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Abstract
In this thesis, I proposed a novel framework of all-optical failure restoration which jointly
determines network monitoring plane and spare capacity allocation in the presence of ei-
ther static or dynamic traffic. The proposed framework aims to enable a general shared
protection scheme to achieve near optimal capacity efficiency as in Failure Dependent Pro-
tection(FDP) while subject to an ultra-fast, all-optical, and deterministic failure restoration
process. Simply put, Local Unambiguous Failure Localization(L-UFL) and FDP are the
two building blocks for the proposed restoration framework.
Under L-UFL, by properly allocating a set of Monitoring Trails (m-trails), a set of nodes
can unambiguously identify every possible Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) failure merely
based on its locally collected Loss of Light(LOL) signals. Two heuristics are proposed to
solve L-UFL, one of which exclusively deploys Supervisory Lightpaths (S-LPs) while the
other jointly considers S-LPs and Working Lightpaths (W-LPs) for suppressing monitoring
resource consumption. Thanks to the “Enhanced Min Wavelength Max Information prin-
ciple”, an entropy based utility function, m-trail global-sharing and other techniques, the
proposed heuristics exhibit satisfactory performance in minimizing the number of m-trails,
Wavelength Channel(WL) consumption and the running time of the algorithm.
Based on the heuristics for L-UFL, two algorithms, namely MPJD and DJH, are pro-
posed for the novel signaling-free restoration framework to deal with static and dynamic
traffic respectively. MPJD is developed to determine the Protection Lightpaths (P-LPs)
and m-trails given the pre-computed W-LPs while DJH jointly implements a generic dy-
namic survivable routing scheme based on FDP with an m-trail deployment scheme. For
both algorithms, m-trail deployment is guided by the Necessary Monitoring Requirement
(NMR) defined at each node for achieving signaling-free restoration. Extensive simulation
is conducted to verify the performance of the proposed heuristics in terms of WL con-
sumption, number of m-trails, monitoring requirement, blocking probability and running
time.
In conclusion, the proposed restoration framework can achieve all-optical and signaling-
free restoration with the help of L-UFL, while maintaining high capacity efficiency as in
FDP based survivable routing. The proposed heuristics achieve satisfactory performance
as verified by the simulation results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Network Survivability
With the advancement of telecommunication technologies, networks are playing an increas-
ingly important role in our daily life. Apart from traditional applications such as emails
and web browsing, numerous network-based applications have mushroomed in recent years,
such as video chatting using Skype, online games, social networking using Facebook and
Twitter, Document Processing with Google Doc, Online banking and shopping, interactive
map searching and even online Anti-Virus services. To enjoy all these conveniences and
meet the diversified Quality of Service(QoS) requirements of global users, optical networks
such as Synchronous Optical Networking (SONET)[14] and Wavelength Division Multi-
plexing (WDM) networks, have been widely deployed (see Fig. 1.1) for their high speed,
huge capacity and less signal interference.
At the same time, network failures[9](node failure, link failure and software failure) did
occur for various reasons(imperfection of software systems, digging accident, earthquakes,
flood, cables chewed by animals etc.) and cannot be completely eliminated[16, 19, 3].
According to [68], fiber cut rate is about 4.39/year/1000 sheath miles. In 2009, typhoon
Morakot caused significant cable damage from Kaoping Canyon downstream all the way
to the Manila Trench[28]. In 2012, U.S. level of network outrages (shown by system logs)
doubled at about 0.4% after superstorm Sandy and took about 4 days to recover[26].
Generally speaking, node failure refers to the breakdown of network devices located at
the network nodes, such as Optical Cross Connects(OXCs), Optical Line Systems(OLSs),
or routers. Link failure is usually due to fiber cut, in which case, some network link(s)
1
Figure 1.1: Optic-fiber deployment[59](Countries without Optics darkly shaded)
are down. [17] showed that 84% of critical link failures are due to optical layer problems
based on IP link failure logs collected from Sprint network between February 1, and June
30, 2003. [39] further demonstrated that 70% of the unplanned failures are individual
link failures caused by a variety of problems, through monitoring the Sprint network from
April to October, 2002. Software failures are resulted from the malfunctioning of software
systems such as misconfiguration or buggy design of protocols.
In optical networks, even a short service disruption due to a single fiber cut can affect
a large number of network users, lead to tremendous data loss and economic loss. In
fact, the WDM technology further aggravates data loss, since it improves the transmission
capacity of optical networks by several magnitudes through splitting a single fiber into
multiple non-overlapping channels [50]. By the year 2010, 100G router ports together with
100G optical transport interface have been commercialized[71] to meet the soaring user
demand(See Fig. 1.2). As regard to economic loss, data center failures cost an average
of $5,600 per minute according to a Ponemon Institute study[20]. Table 1.1 lists other
downtime costs given in [47].
On the other hand, average fiber repair time is 12 hours[68], submarine cable repair may
even take 10 days according to [28] while most IP networks require sub-second recovery
[48] and some services have very stringent recovery time requirement (e.g. 50ms for voice
traffic)[16]. Consequently, a cost-effective survivability scheme should be applied,
before the failures can be fully repaired, as a first aid to maintain service
continuity of end users, minimize data loss and economic loss, and qualify the
2
Figure 1.2: Explosive Bandwidth Growth[70](CAGR: compound annual growth rate)
network as survivable against network failures. In this thesis, I focus on the optical
survivability schemes for link failure.
1.2 Optical Survivability Schemes
In WDM networks, each connection is an end-to-end lightpath usually established on a
specific wavelength. The traffic demand for a network is usually expressed by a set of
end-to-end connection requests. For each connection request, a lightpath called working
lightpath (W-LP) is set up to transmit data. In order to deal with network failure, at
Table 1.1: Downtime Costs
Downtime Costs (per Hour)
Brokerage operations $6,450,000
Credit card authorization $2,600,000
Ebay $225,000
Amazon.com $180,000
Package shipping services $150,000
Home shopping channel $113,000
Catalog sales center $90,000
Airline reservation center $89,000
Cellular service activation $41,000
On-line network fees $25,000
ATM service fees $14,000
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least one protection lightpath (P-LP) is used to protect a specific segment of the working
path for that connection request. With reference to the Generalized Multi-Protocol Label
Switching (GMPLS) protocol, a typical network restoration involves several steps: failure
localization, failure notification and device configuration. Specifically, failure localization
and failure notification are referred to as network monitoring. In a typical restoration
process, after a failure is detected by an upstream node through network monitoring, a
protection path will merge back to the working path at a preselected downstream node
called merging node[40] to recover the data traffic.
According to [15], “Survivability is a system’s capability to fulfill its mission, in a
timely manner, in presence of attacks, failures, or accidents”. Schemes which can achieve
survivability are referred to as survivability schemes. Optical survivability schemes can be
classified [54] by computation timing as pro-active/reactive (protection/restoration, pre-
planned restoration/real-time searching [42]), based on the scope of backup path as being
path-/link- based [40], by dependence on failure location as failure-dependent and failure-
independant[53], and capacity sharing as dedicated/shared.
Among various design objectives to achieve survivability, hardware cost, capacity effi-
ciency and fault management complexity are widely considered. Hardware cost refers to
the costs brought by the installation and maintenance for optical devices, such as optical
monitors, wavelength converters, add-drop multiplexers. Capacity efficiency concerns the
spare capacity consumption, which is the capacity in terms of wavelength channels (WLs)
reserved but not necessarily configured for recovery. Fault management complexity is re-
flected by the total restoration time, memory consumption at the network nodes and the
signaling complexity.
1.3 Challenges
In reality, multiple network layers may have their individual survivability schemes with
different restoration granularity[53]. For instance, wavelength-level restoration can be per-
formed at the optical layer, Label-switched Path(LSP) level at layer 2.5 by MPLS Fast
Reroute[55], IP-route level at layer 3 by IP Fast Reroute(IP-FRR)[36, 48] or other routing
protocols as BGP, OSPF etc. Generally speaking, a higher layer survivability scheme op-
erates on a finer-granularity but is time-consuming if the restoration is just performed at
that layer. In contrast, a lower layer scheme works on a coarser granularity while usually
faster[53, 34].
Without an efficient coordination and communication mechanism between different lay-
ers, a single failure event may trigger concurrent restoration at different layers, consume
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a huge amount of network resources and computing powers, and may even lead to ser-
vice disruption[34, 16, 32]; meanwhile, network failure would be reported inefficiently at
each layer, causing “alarm flooding”[77]. Naturally, it is expected to restore the network
in an efficient way such that unnecessary restoration actions can be prevented and the
interference of restoration actions at different layers can be minimized[34].
One commonly adopted approach is to isolate the failure restoration within the optical
domain by deploying optical monitors, whose alarms are collected by the control plane in
a timely manner when failure occurs. In the best case, network failures can be handled
instantly by the optical layer and completely hidden from upper layers. Various optical
layer monitoring structures such as simple and non-simple m-cycle, m-path, and m-trail [77]
have been proposed for unambiguous failure localization(UFL). All those schemes adopt an
all-optically pre-cross-connected supervisory lightpath to transmit an optical supervisory
signal. A dedicated monitor is equipped at the end node of the supervisory lightpath
to check the on-off status of the supervisory signal. If there is any link failure on the
supervisory lightpath, the monitor will detect a Loss of Light (LOL) and then generate an
alarm, which is denoted by using a binary bit of 1 (0 for no alarm). Thus, by properly
allocating a set of supervisory lightpaths, each failure event can be identified by its unique
alarm code associated with the status of these supervisory lightpaths.
Among all the monitoring structures, m-trail is the most flexible one, because it can
be either an open or a closed supervisory lightpath, and can be most freely routed in
the network as long as it traverses any directed link at most once. It is shown that all
other monitoring structures can be taken as special cases of m-trails, and using m-trails
can always ensure unambiguous link failure localization with the minimum monitoring
resources (i.e., supervisory wavelength-links and monitors).
The second issue to be addressed is “electronic alarm dissemination”. Under the tra-
ditional UFL framework, the set of m-trails deployed for monitoring may terminate at
different nodes, electronic alarm dissemination/flooding has to be performed at the end
node of each m-trail, such that a remote routing entity can collect the flooded (electronic)
alarm signals (i.e., binary bits) to form a complete alarm code for UFL. This makes the
scheme unqualified as an all-optical monitoring scheme. As the network size grows, such a
scheme can hardly meet the rigid time constraint for optical recovery. To eliminate alarm
dissemination and speed up localization, the Local Unambiguous Failure Localization(L-
UFL)[76] framework was proposed which enables a set of nodes to independently achieve
UFL by tapping the m-trails passing through them. Unfortunately, the Integer Linear Pro-
gram(ILP) proposed[76] for L-UFL only deals with single link failure, is time-consuming
and could hardly reach optimality. Thus, in Chapter 4 , we proposed two novel heuristics
to solve the m-trail allocation problems for achieving L-UFL.
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Another issue is related to the selection of survivability schemes. There is a compromise
between capacity efficiency and fault management complexity in the spectrum of shared
protection, in which Failure Dependent Protection (FDP) and pre-configured protection
(such as p-Cycle) are the two extremes. With FDP, each connection is assigned with mul-
tiple P-LPs, and one is activated for the restoration purpose according to the identified
failure event. By allowing the reuse of the released working capacity for failure restoration
(or called stub release), FDP has long been recognized with the optimal capacity efficiency
and widely taken as the performance benchmark in the design of shared protection schemes.
However, the FDP restoration process is subject to the highest control and signaling com-
plexity that possibly yields the longest restoration time, mostly because the switching node
has to precisely localize the failure event for real-time selection of a P-LP.
The other extreme is the pre-configured schemes that require minimum signaling, such
as 1+1 and p-Cycle. They require the minimum fault management complexity and thus
achieves very fast restoration since the only after-failure real-time action is the recon-
figuration of the two nodes responsible for switching and merging the affected working
traffic. Thus in contrast to any other counterpart, the pre-configured schemes can min-
imize the fault management complexity and possibly be implemented completely in the
optical domain. Such simplicity and fast restoration speed are nonetheless at the expense
of consuming the highest redundancy.
The above observation naturally brings up an interesting question: Can we restore
an optical layer fault without relying on any electronic signaling, while achieving optimal
capacity efficiency as with FDP? It is answered in Chapter 5 by introducing a novel frame-
work of all-optical and signaling-free restoration that can work in parallel with the existing
GMPLS based recovery process.
1.4 Our Approach and Contribution
To meet the afore-mentioned challenges, we proposed a signaling-free restoration framework
incorporating a state-of-the-art optical layer monitoring system with the conventional spare
capacity allocation task, in which a set of supervisory lightpaths(m-trails) is deployed and
allowed to reuse the spare capacity reserved for P-LPs. As a consequence, each node can
instantly obtain the network failure status and start the predefined restoration process by
monitoring the on-off status of the traversing m-trails. To achieve the claimed signaling-free
restoration, only a subset of SRLG pairs need to be differentiated at the network nodes,
which are novelly defined as the Necessary Monitoring Requirements(NMR) to guide the
6
m-trail deployment. Simply put, L-UFL and FDP are the two most important building
blocks for the proposed restoration framework.
In particular, a novel static survivable routing scheme, namely Monitoring and Pro-
tection Joint Design Heuristic (MPJD)[22], together with a dynamic survivable routing
scheme, namely Dynamic Joint design Heuristic (DJH)[27], are proposed for the signaling-
free restoration framework. MPJD is featured as a failure dependent protection (FDP)
scheme under static traffic patterns (i.e. W-LPs are prerouted for meeting the connection
requests). MPJD is capable of jointly allocating P-LPs for protecting the given W-LPs,
as well as m-trails, such that all W-LPs can be restored in an all-optical fashion. By con-
trast, DJH is an FDP scheme under dynamic traffic patterns, which can jointly allocate a
W-LP and its P-LPs that satisfies an newly arrived connection request, as well as the m-
trails to be newly added to the network, such that the W-LP can be restored all-optically.
Chapter 5 details these two heuristics.
To efficiently achieve L-UFL for the signaling-free restoration framework, we proposed
a heuristic to solve L-UFL under SRLG failures with m-trails in [25]. Armed with some
advanced techniques such as “Min Wavelength Max Information Principle” and m-trail
global sharing, the proposed heuristic demonstrates satisfactory performance and verified
through simulations. To further save monitoring resources for L-UFL, we proposed another
heuristic [23] characterized by jointly considering the working lighpaths and m-trails to
achieve L-UFL. In particular, this joint monitoring heuristic allocates W-LPs and a set of
m-trails by a utility function in tandem so as to achieve unambiguous failure localization.
The built-in utility function, which predicts the final solution quality from its current
partial solution, further helps reduce the resource consumption. Chapter 4 details the
above two algorithms and verifies their performance through extensive simulations.
Here is a list of papers published or submitted during my PhD program:
1. Wei He, Pin-Han Ho, Bin Wu, and J. Tapolcai. On integrating failure localization
with network survivable design. In IEEE ICC 2013, accepted 2013.
2. Wei He, Pin-Han Ho, Bin Wu, and J. Tapolcai. On identifying SRLG failures in
all-optical networks. Optical Switching and Networking, 10(1):77-88, 2013.
3. Wei He, Bin Wu, Pin-Han Ho, and J. Tapolcai. Monitoring trail allocation for fast
link failure localization without electronic alarm dissemination. In Optical Network
Design and Modeling (ONDM), 2011 15th International Conference on, pages 1-6,
feb. 2011.
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4. Wei He, Bin Wu, Pin-Han Ho, and J. Tapolcai. Monitoring trail allocation for SRLG
failure localization. In Global Telecommunications Conference (GLOBECOM 2011),
2011 IEEE, pages 1-5, Dec.
5. Pin-Han Ho, Wei He, J. Tapolcai, and Bin Wu. A framework of dynamic survivable
routing in all-optical networks. Journal of Optical Communications and Networking,
submitted.
1.5 Organization of the thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 and 3 explain the basic concepts
and techniques for network monitoring and survivability schemes respectively. Concepts
and heuristics related to L-UFL are introduced in Chapter 4 which will be used as building
blocks for the novel signaling-free restoration framework elaborated in Chapter 5. Chap-
ter 6 concludes.
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Chapter 2
Background of Optical Network
Monitoring
Network monitoring is one of the most important steps in the restoration process and
provides critical information to trigger further actions to prevent data loss. Usually, a
monitoring scheme considers a set of pre-defined shared risk link groups (SRLGs) on a
given network topology and it infers the network state by reading the Loss of Light status
of monitoring structures. First, the network model for Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(WDM) network is explained in Section 2.1. As a building block for network monitoring,
various kinds of monitoring structures are introduced in Section 2.2. Next, the Unambigu-
ous Failure Localization problem is explained in Section 2.3. Lastly, literature review on
network monitoring will be addressed in Section 2.4.
2.1 Wavelength-routed WDM networks
As Fig. 2.1a shows, a WDM network can be represented by a network graph G(V,E) where
the vertex set V corresponds to the set of network nodes and the edge set E represent the
(logical) links interconnecting these nodes. A node usually employs Optical Cross-Connects
(OXCs) to switch a wavelength from one link to another(see Fig. 2.1b). A link can be com-
posed of multiple fibers, each of which contain multiple Wavelength Channels (WLs)(see
Fig. 2.1c). A lightpath is defined as a node to node connection, established on a particular
wavelength(see Fig. 2.1a). As wavelength-converter is quite expensive, lightpath establish-
ment must obey the wavelength-continuity constraint when no wavelength-conversion is
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available: each link along the path must use the same wavelength. An Shared Risk Link
Group (SRLG) refers to a group of links which may fail simultaneously due to a common
physical attribute. For instance, link (0,3) and (1,3) form an SRLG as depicted by Fig. 2.1a,
since these two links share a common fiber span (3′, 3) at the optical layer as Fig. 2.1d
illustrates.
2.2 Monitoring Structures
Definition 1. A Monitoring Structure (m-structure) is referred to as a monitoring sub-
system in which light signal traverses through every link in a connected network subgraph.
Usually, the structure is built upon transmitter(s), monitor(s) and other optical com-
ponents. Once the internal light signal is interrupted due to an failure, the monitor(s) of
the structure will sent out alarm(s) to help identify the failure source. Fig. 2.2 shows two
types of m-structures: Monitoring Trail (m-trail)[65] and Monitoring Tree (m-tree)[12].
An m-trail is referred to as a lightpath that traverses any edge in each direction at most
once while a node possibly for multiple times. In case the m-trail lightpath is a simple path
or a cycle, it is also called Monitoring Path (m-path)[4] and Monitoring Cycle (m-cycle)[81]
respectively. Clearly, m-trail generalizes all these m-structures. With regard to m-tree (see
Fig. 2.2b for example), a single laser diode is installed at a node to transmit uni-directional
supervisory signal over a single link and multiple monitors are installed. When hitting a
node, the signal can be terminated, forwarded through a single outgoing link, or duplicated
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and sent to multiple outgoing links. As numerous works and our current research focus
on using m-trail or its special case to achieve failure localization, we will elaborate on the
m-trail concept in this section.
Usually, two types of lightpaths can be used by an m-trail: Supervisory Lightpath (S-
LP) and Working Lightpath (W-LP). An S-LP is defined to be a lightpath used merely for
network monitoring and carries supervisory light signal. On the other hand, a W-LP only
carries data traffic by default. With the help of an end-to-end protocol or other techniques,
W-LPs can also perform monitoring tasks.
An m-trail forms a subgraph in the network topology, in which a lightpath is launched
at the source node and traverses its on-trail nodes in a fixed order. Such an order of links
along the m-trail is based on a pre-cross-connected pattern of the lightpath, so that any on-
trail node can sense a failure event affecting its upstream link(s) along the m-trail. Fig. 2.2a
shows an m-trail routed from node 0 to node 6 and lists the upstream information for each
on-trail node. The source node has to allocate a transmitter (laser diode) to support the
lightpath for the m-trail and the destination node is equipped with a monitor to check the
on-off status of the whole lightpath. Optionally, each intermediate node can also install a
monitor to tap the optical signal that is locally available at the node.
Note that the source and destination of an m-trail can be located at a common node
when the m-trail is in a shape of cycle. In that case, an on-trail node can obtain the failure
status of the whole lightpath and every on-trail link is defined to be in upstream for every
on-trail node. This is achieved by assuming a notification mechanism from the monitor
to the transmitter at a common node, which turns off the transmitter once the monitor
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senses a loss of light (LOL). For example, the light signal is transmitted normally along
the cycle, as shown in Fig. 2.3a. At some moment, link (a, b) fails (see Fig. 2.3b), path
segment a− b− s will lose light. Then the monitor detects LOL and asks the transmitter
to turn off the signal. After that, all on-trail nodes detect the failure due to LOL of the
whole trail.
2.3 Unambiguous Failure Localization
Definition 2. Given a network graph G(V,E) where V and E represent the set of nodes
and links in the graph respectively. Let Φ = {φ0, φ1 . . .} denote the set of Shared Risk
Link Groups (SRLGs) under consideration and assume that exactly one of the SRLGs can
fail during the failure localization process. The Unambiguous Failure Localization (UFL)
problem asks to uniquely identify any single SRLG failure by analyzing the light signal
status of a set of monitoring structures.
Fig. 2.4 illustrates how to achieve UFL by deploying m-trails. For the network topology
shown in Fig. 2.4a, three m-trail t0, t1 and t2 are deployed and 8 SRLGs are considered.
As Fig. 2.4b shows, a UFL solution can be represented by an Alarm Code Table(ACT);
φ0 represents the normal case(i.e. no failure occurs) while φ1 to φ7 correspond to each
link failure respectively. Each row in an ACT corresponds to a specific SRLG failure and
shows the combination of m-trails which will send out alarms when that failure occurs.
Each binary bit in an alarm code corresponds to an m-trail, using 1 to indicate that an
alarm would be sent out by that m-trail. For example, the alarm code of φ4 (i.e. link
(1,2)) is “011”(see Fig. 2.4b) which means that when link (1,2) fails, the m-trails t1 and
t2 will be disrupted and send out alarms while t0 is intact. Thus, it can be verified that
UFL is achieved with the deployed m-trails(see Fig. 2.4a), since each failure event under
consideration would trigger a unique set of m-trails to send out alarms (i.e. unique alarm
codes in Fig. 2.4b).
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The UFL problem can be viewed as a Combinatorial Group Testing (CGT)[13] problem
with additional constraints. First, we briefly introduce the CGT model. Suppose there are
n items each can be either positive or negative and the problem is to identify all positive
items. All combinations of positive items under consideration compose the sample space.
For example, if the number of positive items is upper bounded by an integer d, then all
combinations of upto d items form the sample space. This model is referred to as the
(n, d¯) model while the (n, d) model is used when there are exactly d positive items. By
conducting a set of group tests, the positive item combination can be uniquely identified.
Each test is applicable to an arbitrary subset of items and has two possible outcomes. A
negative outcome indicates all items in the subset are negative while a positive outcome
shows otherwise. The goal is to minimize the number of tests.
Now consider the UFL problem. Each network link is regarded as an item and the
SRLGs under consideration form the sample space in CGT. Each CGT test is conducted
by launching a specific m-structure and test outcome is positive if Loss of Light is detected
and negative otherwise. Unlike in CGT, where the items in a test can be chosen freely, the
items(links) in a UFL test must form a connected subgraph. Just like CGT, by properly
coding the SRLGs, any single SRLG failure can be uniquely identified.
Based on the above observation, we can use the terms in CGT to classify the UFL
schemes based on how tests are conducted. A sequential scheme runs the test one by one
and allows a later test to use the outcomes of all previous tests. A nonadaptive scheme
conducts all tests simultaneously, thus forbidding using the outcome of one test to design
another test. Between the two schemes, there are the s−stage scheme for which all tests
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in a stage must be conducted simulateously, but the stages are sequential.
Three criteria are widely used to compare different monitoring schemes: localization
time, m-structure consumption and wavelength link/channel consumption. Sequential schemes
require fewer number of tests in average due to the extra information provided by previous
tests. In other words, less lightpaths have to be launched at a time and possibly consumes
less wavelength links compared to nonadaptive schemes. On the other hand, nonadaptive
schemes are faster as all tests are conducted in parallel.
2.4 Literature Review on Network Monitoring
2.4.1 S-LP Monitoring
Numerous studies have focused on the topic of S-LP deployment so as to achieve UFL under
various scenarios. A greedy algorithm for the purpose, which is characterized by Random
Code Assignment (RCA) and Random Code Swapping (RCS), was proposed in [65] to
solve the single link UFL problem; while the same problem was previously formulated into
an ILP and solved in small topologies [78]. An important technique developed in [65] is
that link code is firstly randomly assigned, followed by RCS which tries to improve the
quality of the final solution by randomly swapping the alarm codes for a pair of links.
The study of [87] improved the algorithm in [65] by sequentially generating valid m-trails
in a deterministic manner to shorten the running time. In particular, the scheme in [87]
generates an m-trail by interconnecting some fragments using shortest paths, which are in
turn constructed by picking some weighted links. The longest fragment will be chosen as
the new m-trail if the fragments are still disconnected.
The authors of [21] firstly applied combinatorial group testing (CGT) techniques to
non-adaptive UFL for SRLGs with up to d links, targeting at minimizing the number of
parallel probes. To achieve this goal, a fault-free subgraph is identified in the network
through a group of parallel probes and served as a hub to route other necessary probes to
pinpoint failure. The upper and/or lower bounds on the number of non-adaptive probes
needed for different classes of topologies are also discussed. In [63], failure identification
for SRLGs with up to d links is studied based on greedy code swapping and d¯-separable
CGT code assignment. In [7], the SRLGs with adjacent links are considered. The proposed
heuristic, which partitions the network to remove the dependency of codes assigned to each
link, performs good in terms of monitoring locations and computation efficiency.
Since the set of S-LPs in a UFL solution may terminate at different nodes, the scheme in
[76] imposes a significant overhead in collecting the alarms for the UFL decision. To avoid
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such overhead, the study in [76] allows each on-trail node to tap the optical supervisory
signal and thus share the status information of the m-trail. Both ILPs (Integer Linear
Program) [76] and heuristics [24, 25] were developed, which demonstrated effectiveness of
the framework in suppressing the consumed monitoring resources.
The lower bounds of the required number of monitoring paths for single link UFL are
analyzed in [44]. Based on the derived bounds, the proposed bisection method produces
a set of monitoring paths terminated at a set of predefined nodes to achieve UFL. In [4],
both monitoring paths and monitoring cycles are deployed to identify any SRLG failure
by using a heuristic and an ILP. The feasibility conditions on the network connectivity as
well as the placement of monitoring locations are addressed.
To save the hardware cost of monitors, [38] used a super monitor which is placed at
the junction of a set of m-cycles. The supervisory signals from the laser inside each super
monitor are split simultaneously onto multiple m-cycles using an optical splitter. Since a
small number of super monitors is desired, the problem of determining the optimal number
and locations of super monitors was formulated as an add-on feature of any existing cycle-
based scheme. Candidate cycle sets are enumerated first and the placement of the super
monitors are decided by an ILP.
As an endeavour to suppress the supervisory wavelength-links (WLs) consumption and
the cost of transmitters, the monitoring-tree (m-tree) approach is introduced in [12]. In
the m-tree approach, a single laser diode is placed at a node to transmit uni-directional
supervisory signal over a single link. When hitting a node, the signal can be terminated,
forwarded through a single outgoing link, or duplicated and sent to multiple outgoing links.
The m-tree approach is advantageous in that it usually requires one laser diode and keeps
the number of wavelength-links to minimum. However, the number of monitors consumed
is at least half of the number of links even for single link UFL.
2.4.2 W-LP Monitoring
Other studies only utilizes the W-LPs to pinpoint the failure source in a best effort manner.
In [83], an end-to-end fault detection and localization protocol is proposed. The source
node of each W-LP keeps sending hello packets to the destination node along the lightpath.
The alarm for an W-LP is triggered once a certain number of consecutive hello packets
are missed within a given time. Then all alarms are reported to the centralized network
management system (NMS) to locate the network fault. As such a protocol has no prior
knowledge on the network topology and only relies on the alarms collected simultaneously
from W-LPs to locate the failure source, this protocol cannot guarantee UFL.
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In [30], a probabilistic failure localization method is proposed based on establishing
normalized fault vectors and construction of components matrix according to current al-
location of monitors. Each fault vector corresponds to a network part to identify and a
situation vector is defined to report the current status of all monitors. In consideration of
the frequencies of all alarms, a weighted component matrix is constructed based on fault
vectors. Similar to [83], the alarms are reported to a centralized managerial centre of the
network and this method can not guarantee UFL. Unlike [83], the probabilistic method
outputs a prioritized list of possible failure candidates by computing the cross-product of
the situation vector and the weighted component matrix. Moreover, this method can also
handle false or lost alarms to some extent.
In [57], the authors investigated the failure localization problem by minimizing the ac-
tive monitors along the W-LPs for centralized and hierarchically-distributed management.
Just like [83, 30], the technique proposed in their paper can only provide failure local-
ization in a best effort way as the W-LPs and the monitor allocation can not guarantee
UFL of the network parts under consideration. They proved the NP-completeness of the
optimal monitor activation problem and presented its Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
formulation as well as a greedy heuristic. The alarms are collected either centrally or hi-
erarchically depending on the adopted management scheme. The authors in [4] exercised
the idea of monitoring with W-LPs at the cost of additional optical-splitters when there
are no dedicated bandwidth for monitoring. The main observation in the paper is that the
inclusion of an optical splitter is equivalent to adding a new lightpath to the monitoring
system. They formulate the problem as an ILP which aims to find the minimum number of
splitters and their placement such that the failure of an SRLG can be uniquely localized.
Note that this is also an best-effort approach as UFL is feasible only when the W-LPs meet
certain criteria.
In the context of IP over optical networks, researchers formulated an ILP in [43] to solve
the single (physical) link failure localization problem through selecting a set of precomputed
W-LPs, each of which maps to a logical link in the upper (IP) layer. The objective of their
ILP is to minimize: the number of unidentifiable physical links (primary); the number
of physical links with identical alarm code (secondary) and the number of physical links
used by W-LPs (tertiary). Numeric results show their ILP can achieve best-effort failure
localization.
In [31], the authors adopt risk modeling to translate high-level failure notifications (e.g.
alarms from W-LPs) to low-level causes (e.g. failure of an SRLG in the optical layer). Two
inputs are fed into the proposed localization engine: risk model and failure signature. In
a risk model, a physical object (e.g. a fiber) usually represents a shared risk for a group
of logical entities at an upper layer (e.g. IP layer). A failure signature is defined to be a
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set of monitoring observations (e.g. alarms of W-LPs). Note that these observations may
contain “false alarms” like [30] and thier best-effort greedy heuristic can effectively reduce
the number of the suspicious fault causes and the number of “false causes” returned by the
algorithm.
2.4.3 Joint Monitoring of S-LPs and W-LPs
Some recent studies started to allocate S-LPs in consideration of the W-LPs. In [37], the
authors suggested to manipulate the alarm code table (ACT) to come up with a feasible m-
trail solution for single link failure localization, where “do not care” terms are introduced
and manipulated. In their approach, the W-LPs are filled into the ACT so that the S-LPs
can be deployed later to achieve UFL. In [11], path labels, which are composed of link
labels, are inserted into the W-LPs to passively monitor the network link failure status.
When some labels are found missing by the monitors on the W-LPs, active probes are
launched sequentially to detect more link states if the passive monitoring result cannot
fully identify the failure source. Note that an active probe is a lightpath constructed
adaptively according to the result of the previous probe. This approach is advantageous
in requiring almost no dedicated bandwidth and less monitors; however, it only deals
with single link failure and more time is consumed compared to the non-adaptive m-trail
method. In [56], the authors assume that all Optical Cross Connects(OXC) can detect in-
band Loss of Light(LOL) and the faults propagate and raise alarms downstream from the
point of failure along all affected lightpaths. Both ILP and a heuristic are given to solve
the problem. However, the heuristic just pick S-LPs from the pre-computed k-shortest
paths which can consume a lot of monitoring resources.
It is considered of ultimate importance to come up with an effective approach to jointly
consider W-LPs and S-LPs such that the consumed resources are the minimal. As far as
we know, no systematic approach has been available to exactly quantify how each newly
added S-LP contributes to the identification of a set of SRLGs before we proposed the
heuristic in [23].
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Chapter 3
Background of Network Survivability
Schemes
This chapter introduces the basic concepts, together with a brief comparison between
different survivability schemes.
Survivability schemes
capacity sharing
Shared
Dedicated
failure dependence
Failure Independent
Failure Dependent
scope
Link based
Path based
computation timing
Proactive
Reactive
Figure 3.1: Classification of Survivability Schemes
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3.1 Basic Concepts in Network Survivability
In a wavelength-routed network as WDM network, each connection is an end-to-end light-
path usually established on a specific wavelength. The traffic demand for a network is
usually expressed by a set of end-to-end connection requests. For each connection request,
a lightpath called working path (W-LP) is set up to transmit data. In order to deal with
network failure, at least one Protection Lightpath (P-LP) is used to protect a specific seg-
ment of the working path for that connection request. In a typical restoration process,
after a failure is detected by an upstream node through network monitoring, a protection
path will merge back to the working path at a preselected downstream node called merging
node[40] to recover the data traffic.
Without confusion, Working Capacity is defined to be the set of WLs taken by the
W-LPs, Spare Capacity is referred to as the set of WLs have been reserved for protection
purposes while Free Capacity refers to the WLs which can be freely allocated for W-LPs,
P-LPs or monitoring purposes.
Among various design objectives to achieve survivability, hardware cost, capacity effi-
ciency and fault management complexity are widely considered. Hardware cost refers to
the costs brought by the installation and maintenance for optical devices, such as optical
monitors, wavelength converters, add-drop multiplexers. Capacity efficiency is defined as
the ratio of Working Capacity to Spare Capacity. Fault management complexity is re-
flected by the total restoration time, memory consumption at the network nodes and the
signaling complexity.
As shown in Fig. 3.1, survivability schemes can be classified [54] by computation timing
as pro-active/reactive (protection/restoration, pre-planned restoration/real-time searching
[42]), based on the scope of backup path as being path-/link- based [40], by dependence
on failure location as failure-dependent and failure-independant[53], and capacity sharing
as dedicated/shared.
A proactive scheme precomputes the backup paths for all failure scenarios and reserves
resources as soon as the working lightpaths are established. On the other hand, a reactive
scheme dynamically searches for backup path(s) to detour the failure component(s) without
reserving resources.
Capacity sharing among the working and protection paths is either dedicated or shared.
In dedicated protection, spare resources are specifically allocated for a particular working
lightpath[53](see Fig. 3.2a[29]). In 1+1 dedicated protection, both paths carry the same
copy of data while the destination selects the better of the two paths with a decision
circuitry. In contrast, in 1:1 dedicated protection, the protection path is not activated
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until an failure occurs on the working lightpath[53]. In shared protection, however, multiple
working paths may reserve the same network resources. As Fig. 3.2b shows, the W-LPs A-
A’ and B-B’ are protected by protection lightpaths A-C-C’-A’ and B-C-C’-B’ respectively,
which share the spare capacity on link CC’.
For shared protection, protection resources can be either pre-configured or pre-planned.
In the former case, protection resources are untouched at normal operation and only need
to be activated upon the failure occurs while in the later case, protection resources can
be used by best effort traffic and must be configured first before the data traffic can be
switched over.
As this thesis focuses on shared path protection, the differences and key features of
Path-/Link- based protection will be explained in Section 3.2.
3.2 Path Based Protection Vs. Link Based Protection
In this Section, the constraint imposed by the Shared Risk Link Group and the shared
protection schemes will be introuced first. Next, the Path-/Link- Based protection will be
illustrated with examples.
3.2.1 Shared Risk Link Group Constraint
To guarantee 100% restorability after a failure occurs, the Shared Risk Link Group(SRLG)
constraint[42] stipulates that a set of working paths in the same SRLG cannot have their
protection paths taking the same spare capacity.
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A
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Figure 3.2: Dedicated Protection Vs. Shared Protection
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See Fig. 3.3a for example, each W-LP wi is protected by some P-LPs labelled by p
j
i and
all single links are the SRLGs under consideration. According to the SRLG constraint, p1
and p2 cannot share resources on path segment C-F-D since w1 and w2 need simultaneous
protection when link AC fails. On the other hand, p1 and p
DH
3 can share capacity on link
DB as no single link failure would disconnect both w1 and w3.
3.2.2 Path-Based Protection
In path protection, one or more P-LPs between the source and destination nodes are used
to protect each W-LP. In case a W-LP is disrupted due to an SRLG failure, the data
transmission task will be taken over by a corresponding P-LP.
Depending on whether different P-LPs will be used upon various SRLG failures, path
protection schemes fall into two categories: failure-independent path protection (FIPP) and
failure-dependent path protection (FDPP). In FIPP, each W-LP is protected by exactly
one P-LP, which simultaneously bypasses all SRLGs affecting that W-LP. The well-known
Shared Backup Path Protection(SBPP) belongs to this category. Alternatively, in an
FDPP strategy, a W-LP can be assigned several P-LPs, each of which recovers the W-LP
under some specific SRLG failure(s).
In Fig. 3.3a, W-LPs w1 and w2 adopts FIPP while w3 adopts FDPP. When link DH
fails, P-LP pDH3 will be used to recover W-LP w3. Similarly, p
HE
3 will be used when link
HE fails.
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Figure 3.3: Path Protection Vs. Link Protection
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3.2.3 Link-Based Protection
Link-Based Protection protects each network link independently. Upon any link fails, a
protection path would be established between the two end nodes of that failed link to
restore the services. Compared to path protection, a lower restoration time is expected for
link protection since the protection signaling is handled by the end nodes of the failed link
rather than the end nodes of the W-LP.
Take the W-LP w1 in Fig. 3.3b for example, when link CA fails, the protection path
pCA1 (C-F-D-A) would replace CA in w1 and the resulting new path C-F-D-A-B would be
used to transmit data. Similarly, pAB1 (A-D-B) would replace link AB and generate a new
path C-A-D-B to recover the traffic of w1 when link AB fails.
Preconfigured Protection Cycle (p-Cycle) [85, 84] can be viewed as another type of
link-based protection. Several p-Cycles may be deployed in the network to deal with any
link failure. Each p-Cycle can protect every on-cycle link and any straddling link. See
Fig. 3.4 for example, the p-Cycle A-B-G-D-E-F-A can protect all the on-cycle links: AB,
BG, GD,DE and EF, as well as all the straddling links: FG and EG. When an on-cyle
link fails, the remaining part of the cycle would compose the protection path. When a
straddling link fails, two on-cycle paths are available to recover the traffic. For example,
when the on-cycle link AB fails, the path A-F-E-D-G-B can recover the failure while when
the straddling link FG fails, both F-A-B-G and F-E-D-G can be used. Note that the
allocated p-Cycles cannot share WLs.
3.3 Comparisons of different Survivability Schemes
Compared to reactive strategies, proactive strategies can achieve shorter restoration time
for static traffic conditions since the P-LPs are precomputed and network resources for
BA
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Figure 3.4: p-Cycle Example
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protection can be pre-planned or even pre-configured. Nonetheless, the reactive strategies
are more suitable to handle dynamic traffic as the protection paths are computed in an
online fashion.
Compared to dedicated protection, shared protection achieves better capacity efficiency
while consuming more restoration time due to configuring the optical network elements and
processing the control messages along the protection path. When a fault occurs on a W-
LP, the destination node of the W-LP will notify the source node to activate a switch-over
once it detects the fault. Then, the source node will properly configure all nodes along
the protection path by a wakeup packet and then switch over the traffic to the protection
path.
Compared to link protection, path protection usually takes longer restoration time since
the recovery process is handled by the two end nodes of the W-LP rather than the end
nodes of the failed link. However, path protection is more capacity efficient[53, 49]. As
pointed out in [42], the failed link and its downstream neighbour node require separate
protection segments in link protection, which may impair capacity efficiency.
Compared to failure independent schemes, failure dependent schemes are more flexible
in survivable routing. For example, failure independent schemes as Shared Backup Path
Protection (SBPP) may subject to “trap condition” in survivable routing since each P-LP
needs to be link-disjoint from its W-LP when all single-link failures are under consideration;
in contrast, failure dependent schemes are more flexible in routing, since a P-LP may choose
to only bypass some links traversed by the W-LP. On the other hand, memory consumption
and signaling complexity of failure dependent schemes are relatively higher since a failure
dependent scheme may needs to activate different P-LP under various failure events, which
means an on-line decision for choosing P-LPs must be made and more information of P-LPs
should be kept at a node.
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Chapter 4
On Identifying SRLG failures in
All-Optical Networks
4.1 Introduction
Generally, a failure localization scheme relies on a monitoring mechanism which considers a
set of predefined SRLGs on the given network topology. Fault management is defined under
the control framework of Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching (GMPLS) [45, 8] as
a set of real-time tasks performed sequentially right after the occurrence of any failure,
including failure localization, failure notification and device configuration. The former
two tasks (i.e., localization and notification) in the optical network domain are defined
via a series of electronic signaling mechanisms. By applying Link Management Protocol
(LMP) coupled with a signaling protocol such as Resource Reservation Protocol - Traffic
Engineering (RSVP-TE), each downstream node of a failed working lightpath is subject to
Loss of Light (LOL) and will send an alarm to its upstream node. After receiving the alarm,
the upstream node checks the corresponding input port and forwards the alarm to further
upstream if the node is also subject to LOL. Otherwise, the faulty link is determined in
the downstream, and the upstream node initiates the predefined failure recovery procedure
via RSVP-TE again to “wake up” each intermediate node along the protection lightpath.
The aforementioned GMPLS based approaches are subject to many weaknesses. Firstly,
alarms could be simultaneously issued by multiple downstream nodes, and the number of
alarms is determined by the number of lightpaths traversing through the faulty link(s) and
the length of the lightpaths. Theoretically, such a large number of alarms could easily
lead to an alarm storm in the control plane and bring risks of crashing the whole network.
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Secondly, the aforementioned approaches cannot handle multi-link SRLG failure events,
due to the fact that a node can only be aware of the faulty link which is in the downstream
of any lightpath traversing the node, but has no way to know the status of a link that
none of the traversing lightpaths of the node goes through the link. Therefore, when a
multi-link SRLG fails, a node may only be able to identify the failure of a subset of the
links in the SRLG, and thus may select a protection path for restoration that is nonetheless
subject to the failure, too. Thirdly, due to extensive electronic signaling mechanism and
nodal processing, the aforementioned approaches may take hundreds milliseconds of delay
which is added up to the overall recovery time, which may not only cause data loss but
also impose vicious impact on the upper network/transport layer protocols such as OSPF
and TCP.
To improve the GMPLS based approaches, link monitoring [65] has been considered
such that every link is exclusively monitored via a single-hop supervisory lightpath (S-LP).
Once a failure occurs, the monitor(s) subject to LOL will issue an alarm, which is further
shipped to the network controller or the corresponding decision nodes (e.g., edge routers)
for subsequent restoration processes.
Although being an effective solution that can mitigate the awkward situation in the
conventional GMPLS based approach, the link-based monitoring approach requires |E|
WLs along with |E| transmitters/monitors that are considered precious resources in opti-
cal networks. Besides, similar to the GMPLS based approaches, link monitoring strongly
relies on electronic signaling for failure notification and resource reservation, which leads
to considerable control complexity and long recovery time. Thus, numerous schemes based
on sophisticated designs and various assumptions were extensively reported in the past
decades. One of the reported advances is by using multi-hop monitoring structures for the
purpose, such as m-cycle[81], m-path[4] etc., which are further generalized by monitoring
trail (m-trail)[65]. Essentially, an m-trail is referred to as a monitoring structure whose
S-LP can traverse through each undirected edge of a network subgraph in any direction by
at most once. Many schemes including integer linear programming (ILP) [76] and heuris-
tics [65][25] have been introduced to accomplish the m-trail allocation task under various
constraints and SRLG scenarios, including single link failure, sparse/dense SRLG failure,
adjacent link failure, limitations on the length of m-trails and the number of transmitters
at each node, and the consideration of the physical impairment, etc.
Unfortunately, the total monitoring WL consumption (or termed total coverlength) of
these schemes is much higher than that by link monitoring and grows significantly with
respect to the scale of the problem in terms of the size of the network topology and
the number of considered SRLGs. Furthermore, similar to LMP based schemes, most of
these studies rely on control plane signaling for alarm collection before failure localization
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decision can be made except for [76, 24, 25] that aimed at a signaling-free and all-optical
framework for failure monitoring and localization.
To avoid the alarm collection overhead, the study in [76] allows each on-trail node to
tap the optical supervisory signal and thus share the status information of the m-trail.
Due to the one-way nature of the directed S-LPs, a monitor equipped at an upstream
on-trail node may not be able to detect LOL caused by a downstream on-trail link failure.
To resolve this situation, the work in [76] only considered closed m-trails (i.e., simple or
non-simple m-cycles), where LOL of any S-LP can practically propagate along the cyclic
monitoring structure. In practice, it is possible that only a subset of all nodes, denoted
as monitoring nodes (MNs), need to carry out failure localization. The proposed Local
Unambiguous Failure Localization (L-UFL) problem sets its goal as follows: by properly
allocating a set of m-trails, each MN can unambiguously identify every possible link failure
merely based on its locally collected LOL signals.
Since the ILP approach for L-UFL [76] is time-consuming and can hardly reach optimal-
ity, we proposed a heuristic to tackle L-UFL with S-LPs [25], verified through extensive
simulations. Unfortunately, the total coverlength of the heuristic in [25] is even worse
compared to the UFL framework due to lack of an efficient mechanism for suppressing
monitoring resources. For example, coverlength consumption for 20-node 60-link random
networks is about 15|E| to enable each node to identify any dual link SRLG failure[25].
To further save monitoring resources for L-UFL, we proposed another novel algorithm
in [23] to localize SRLG failure via S-LPs (m-trails) together with the working lightpaths.
In particular, this joint monitoring heuristic allocates a set of S-LPs by a utility function
in tandem so as to achieve unambiguous SRLG failure localization. The built-in utility
function, which predicts the final solution quality from its current partial solution, further
helps reduce the resource consumption. Smulation results are examined to verify the
proposed approach in terms of its efficiency and solution quality.
In this chapter, I generalize our published papers [25, 23] under the Local Unambiguous
Failure Localization (L-UFL) framework, in which a set of network nodes, called monitor-
ing nodes (MNs), can locally perform UFL for the considered SRLGs by inspecting the
failure status of the traversing lightpaths. In Section 4.2, I briefly introduce the definitions
for L-UFL together with some basic concepts and techniques for the proposed heuristics.
After discussing the feasibility conditions for L-UFL in Section 4.3, an m-trail generation
algorithm is analyzed in Section 4.4, which would be used as building-blocks for achieving
L-UFL. Finally, Section 4.5 and 4.6 detail our L-UFL heuristic using S-LPs [25] and the
joint monitoring L-UFL heuristic [23] respectively.
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Figure 4.1: UFL vs. L-UFL
4.2 Algorithm Background
In this section, backgrounds on L-UFL will be presented. First, the definition of the L-
UFL problem will be given in Subsection 4.2.1. Since the solution to the L-UFL problem
is represented by Alarm Code Tables (ACTs), they are introduced in Subsection 4.2.2.
Subsection 4.2.3 explains two important concepts: Entropy and Mutual Entropy of an
ACT, which serve to evaluate the “progress” of an ACT towards L-UFL and the information
contribution of an m-trail respectively. Finally, to improve the performance of the proposed
algorithm by evaluating partial solutions, a utility function is derived in Subsection 4.2.4.
4.2.1 Local Unambiguous Failure Localization
Definition 3. Given a network graph G(V,E) where V denotes the set of nodes and E
refers to the set of undirected edges, Local Unambiguous Failure Localization (L-UFL) is
defined for each node in a set M ⊆ V . For simplicity, the nodes in M are referred to as
Monitoring Nodes (MNs). Let Φ = {Φ0,Φ1, . . .} correspond to the set of SRLGs under
consideration with each entry Φi represented by a set of links contained in the SRLG.
Specifically, Φ0 is an empty link set, which means no failure.
The L-UFL m-trail allocation problem is to determine a set of S-LPs and W-LPs, such
that each MN can perform L-UFL under the given set of SRLGs solely based on its locally
collected alarm signals.
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Figure 4.2: L-UFL definition
When M = ∅, the problem is trivially the UFL problem while it is called Network-wide
Local Unambiguous Failure Localization (NWL-UFL) problem when M = V . Thus, the
techniques and algorithms for L-UFL presented in this chapter are also applicable to UFL
with minor modification. Particularly, under UFL:
1. no MNs are defined, thereby an m-trail is not required to traverse any specific node
2. one ACT suffices to represent the solution.
Fig. 4.1 compares the traditional UFL approach with the signaling free L-UFL frame-
work. Suppose that only node 1 needs to monitor the whole network. As Fig. 4.1a shows,
the UFL approach deploys three m-trails whose monitors are located at two different nodes
(i.e. node 0 and 2). Upon a failure event, these monitors need to report their status to node
1 through electronic signaling. In contrast, with the help of optical-tapping (see Fig. 4.1c),
node 1 can independently and locally get the network status through tapping the set of
m-trails passing through it under the L-UFL framework, as Fig. 4.1b illustrates..
Fig. 4.2a exemplifies a NWL-UFL problem for a 8-link network and 12 SRLGs under
consideration while Fig. 4.2b-d provide two feasible solutions to the problem.
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4.2.2 Alarm Code Table
.
A solution to the L-UFL problem can be represented by Alarm Code Tables (ACTs).
An ACT of an MN keeps the mapping between the received failure status “seen” at the
MN and the corresponding SRLG. An m-trail of a feasible m-trail solution can provide
meaningful information to all or just a subset of MNs that it traverses through. For
simplicity, we use ACTi (i = 0 . . . |M | − 1) to denote the ACT of the ith MN.
By looking up ACTi, the ith MN can independently identify the failure of any predefined
SRLG. In specific, each row in an ACT stores an alarm code corresponding to an SRLG
that can be identified at the MN, and each column is called a trail code which is calculated
based on the upstream links 1 traversed by the m-trail. As usual, each binary bit in an
alarm code corresponds to the on-off status of an m-trail seen at a MN. Note that ACTi
only contains those m-trails which provide meaningful information to the ith MN.
In case each m-trail has identical trail codes in all ACTs, the m-trail solution can be
simply expressed by one ACT. Fig. 4.2b provides such an example. Note that each m-trail
in that solution (e.g. t0 in Fig. 4.2b) is in shape of a cycle (some links are traversed twice,
although not drawn explicitly) and spans all MNs. Consequently,all these m-trails have
identical trail codes. For instance, the alarm code of link (0, 1) in any ACT (see Fig. 4.2b)
is “01101” and the trail code of m-trail t0 in that solution is “000101011011”.
Fig. 4.2d gives a general m-trail solution represented by distinct ACTs in which every
node can perform L-UFL for a network with 8 links. As shown in Fig. 4.2d, the m-trail t0
drawn in Fig. 4.2c corresponds to different trail codes in various ACTs.
Fig. 4.3 further explains how Solution 1 shown in Fig. 4.2b can achieve L-UFL. As shown
in Fig. 4.3a, all m-trails span all MNs and are transmitting light signals normally when
no failure occurs(i.e. normal case). Thus, the status of the m-trails can be represented by
an all-zero alarm code under normal case. Suppose at some moment link (0,1) and (0,2)
fail, all m-trails except for t0 are affected by the failure and send out alarms, which leads
to a different alarm code: “01111”(see Fig. 4.3b). Similarly, it can be verified that under
different predefined SRLG failures, different combinations of m-trails will send out alarms
and detected by the MNs through tapping. In other words, L-UFL is achieved by the
deployed m-trails since each SRLG is assigned a unique alarm code in the ACT as shown
in Fig. 4.2b.
As all links in an SRLG fail simultaneously, in any ACT, an alarm code of an SRLG
is always the bitwise-OR of the alarm codes of all the links in the SRLG. Specifically, Φ0’s
1see Section 2.2 for detail
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Figure 4.3: L-UFL example
alarm code is a zero vector (represented by 0) as it indicates no failure. As Fig. 4.2b shows,
the alarm codes for Φ1 = {l0} and Φ2 = {l1} are 01101 and 01010 respectively in Solution
1. Then, the alarm code for Φ9 = {l0, l1} is 01101 ∨ 01010 = 01111.
For each link lk in the network, we define a binary vector I
l
k of length |Φ| as its link-
SRLG Incidence Vector (IV) The jth bit in I
l
k corresponds to Φj ∈ Φ (j = 0 . . . |Φ| − 1),
and the bit is set to 1 if lk ∈ Φj. For the problem in Fig. 4.2a, the IV of l0 is [010000000110]
as Φ1,Φ9 and Φ10 contains l0. Given an m-trail and an on-trail MN, by the Bitwise-OR
operation on the IVs of the upstream links, the trail code in the ACT of that MN can be
obtained.
4.2.3 Entropy and Mutual Entropy of an ACT
In an ACT, all SRLGs with the same alarm code compose an alarm code group. Let
∆i = {∆0i ,∆1i . . .} represent the set of alarm code groups in ACTi (i = 0 . . . |M | − 1).
As Fig. 4.4 shows, by viewing an ACT as an information source, an alarm code as
a symbol to be generated by the source with certain probability, and the frequency with
which an alarm code appears in the ACT as the probability for a symbol, the entropy
definition in Information Theory can be applied to evaluate the ambiguity of an ACT, i.e.
how much progress has been made towards a monitoring task(e.g. UFL).
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Figure 4.4: Entropy Definition and calculation when Sol. 1 only contains t0 and t1
Thus, the Entropy of ACTi is defined as:
H(ACTi) = −
|∆i|−1∑
j=0
pj log pj (4.1)
where pj = |∆ji |/|Φ|.
Fig. 4.4 exemplifies the entropy computation of the ACT for Solution 1( see Fig. 4.2b)
when two m-trails are available. As another example, Table. 4.1 shows the alarm code
group assignment and entropy calculation when Solution 2 in Fig. 4.2d only contains its
first m-trail t0.
After a new m-trail is generated, it helps “zoom in” the failure event(SRLG) to be
identified (i.e. reduce the ambiguity). For simplicity, pj log pj is defined as the “group
entropy” for an alarm code group. After adding a new trail, if some alarm code groups
formed by previous trails split, they are called info-gaining groups as their entropy are
increased. The mutual entropy (i.e. information gain) δ = H(C ′) − H(C) where C ′(C)
denotes the ACT at a node after(before) adding the trail. Fig. 4.5 gives an example for
mutual entropy computation given two trails t0 and t1.
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The enhanced “Min Wavelength Max Information” principle means that an m-trail with
high information gain and low wavelength channel consumption is preferred. Hence, trail
efficiency : η = δ/ω is computed and it serves as the metric to select a good m-trail, where
Table 4.1: Entropy calculation when Solution 2 only contains t0
alarm code group(size) H(ACT )
ACT 0
∆00 = {Φ0−2,4−9} (9) − 312 log 312 − 912 log 912
∆10 = {Φ3,10−11} (3) = 0.81
ACT 1
∆01 = {Φ0,2,5,7−8} (5) − 512 log 512 − 712 log 712
∆11 = {Φ1,3−4,6,9−11} (7) = 0.98
ACT 2
∆01 = {Φ0,2,5,7−8} (5) − 512 log 512 − 712 log 712
∆11 = {Φ1,3−4,6,9−11} (7) = 0.98
ACT3 ∆
0
3 = Φ (12) 0
ACT 4
∆04 = {Φ0,2,4−5,7−8} (6) −2 6
12
log 6
12
= 1
∆14 = {Φ1,3,6,9−11} (6)
Hˆ (0.81 + 0.98 + 0.98 + 0 + 1)/(5 log 12) = 0.21
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ω stands for the wavelength cost of the current trail (i.e., the number of WLs consumed
by the trail).
4.2.4 Evaluating a solution
A complete or partial m-trail solution can be given by a set of m-trails T = {t0, t1, . . .}
with each entry ti stands for an m-trail.
When T corresponds to a complete solution, as an important policy in the study, the
target is to minimize a generic cost function on the complete solution:
Cost(T ) = γ · ω(T ) + |T | (4.2)
where ω is a function which returns the coverlength (i.e. total number of WL consumed)
for a solution, |T | refers to the number of m-trails in the solution and γ is a weighting that
can be manipulated to compromise the effects of the two measures.
On the other hand, when T corresponds to a partial solution, more m-trails are required
to get a complete solution. To meet the desired feature of the proposed algorithm that
evolves for better solution quality in each iteration of algorithm progressing, a utility
function is devised to evaluate T :
Utility(T ) = −γ · [ ω(T ) + ω(T r) ]− [ |T |+ |T r| ] (4.3)
where T r refers to the unknown set of m-trails needed based on T to achieve L-UFL. Note
that T ∪ T r is a complete m-trail solution and the utility of T is computed by negating
the cost of T ∪ T r. |T r| is assigned the lower bound given in Lemma 1 and ω(T r) is
obtained by multiplying |T r| with the average number of wavelength-channels consumed
by an m-trail in T . For instance, when Solution 2 in Fig. 4.2d only contains one m-trail t0,
the corresponding alarm code groups are listed in Table. 4.1 and we compute the utility
for T = {t0} as follows. Note that ω(t0) = 6 (t0 consumes 6 WLs (i.e. 6 hops) as shown
in Fig. 4.2c) and the size of biggest alarm code group ∆03 is 12(see Table. 4.1). Hence,
|T r| = dlog 12e and
Utility(T ) = −γ · [ ω(T ) + ω(T )|T | |T
r| ]− [ |T |+ |T r| ]
= −γ · [ 6 + 6
1
dlog 12e ]− [ 1 + dlog 12e ]
.
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Lemma 1. For a partial solution given by the m-trail set T , the lower bound for |T r| is
dlog2 Ze where Z is the size of the biggest “alarm code group” in the ACTs.
Proof. Each m-trail can provide up to 1 bit information; thus an alarm code group with
z SRLGs needs at least dlog2 ze m-trails to differentiate them. As all alarm code groups
must be differentiated, the best we can achieve is that the m-trails in T r simultaneously
differentiate all groups and |T r| = dlog2 Ze, where Z is the size of the biggest group.
Furthermore, we define the “entropy ratio” of an m-trail solution by evaluating its
ACTs:
Hˆ =
1
|M |
|M |−1∑
i=0
H(ACTi)
log |Φ| (4.4)
Note that Hˆ is a ratio number between 0 and 1. For a complete solution, the Hˆ value is 1.
To see this, just consider the ACT for one MN. Since each SRLG is uniquely coded for a
complete solution, there are |Φ| alarm code groups in that ACT. Thus, H(ACT ) = log |Φ|.
According to (4.4), Hˆ = 1. Generally, a less ambiguous m-trail solution has a higher Hˆ
value(see Table. 4.1 for calculation example).
4.3 Feasibility of an L-UFL problem
Lemma 2. Two SRLGs with link sets Φi and Φj are distinguishable at an MN if and only
if:
1. there exists an m-trail tk which traverses through some link l in Φi while disjoint
from Φj (or Φj while disjoint from Φi);
2. the MN is in downstream of l.
Proof. Condition 1) guarantees that at least one alarm bit in the respective alarm code is
different for the two SRLGs. Without loss of generality, let tk traverse through some link
in Φi while disjoint from Φj and provides the fth alarm bit in the ACT of the MN.
As the alarm code of an SRLG is the bitwise-OR of all alarm codes of those links in
the SRLG, traversing any link l in Φi will set the fth alarm bit for Φi to 1. This is because
the failure of Φi will interrupt tk and turn the fth bit from 0 to 1. On the other hand, as
tk is disjoint from Φj, the fth alarm bit for Φj is 0 as the failure of Φj will not interrupt tk.
Consequently, the alarm codes for two SRLGs are always different if condition 1) is met.
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Condition 2) ensures the failure due to an SRLG be detected by the MN as an MN is
only aware of LOL due to upstream links unless the m-trail is in a shape of cycle.
According to Lemma 2 and the definition of L-UFL, we have the following conclusion:
Definition 4. Consider an L-UFL problem and an m-trail solution given by a set of m-
trails T . Let Ti ⊆ T (i = 0 . . . |M | − 1) represent the m-trails in ACTi. T is a feasible
solution to the L-UFL problem if and only if :
1. Each m-trail in Ti passes through the ith MN;
2. any two SRLGs under consideration are distinguishable to the ith MN by an m-trail
in Ti.
Corollary 1. If graph G is (d + 1) edge-connected, there always exists a valid m-trail
solution to identify up to d-link failure events for any MN.
Proof. As graph G is (d+ 1) edge-connected, removing links belonging to any SRLG with
no more than d links will not disconnect the graph. According to Lemma 2 and Definition 4,
a valid m-trail solution can always be found.
Definition 5. As a valid L-UFL m-trail solution, any ACT at a MN must satisfy:
1. Any SRLG under consideration is assigned a unique alarm code
2. the alarm code of an SRLG is the bitwise-OR of all links’ alarm codes in that SRLG
3. the trail code of an m-trail is computed based on the upstream links of the MN
Corollary 2. As a valid L-UFL m-trail solution for identifying all upto d link failures,
any ACT at a MN must satisfy:
1. the alarm codes in the ACT form a d¯-separable CGT code
2. the trail code of an m-trail is computed based on the upstream links of the MN
Proof. When all upto d link failures is under consideration, the first two conditions in
Definition 5 can be replaced with the first condition in Corollary 2. By viewing each link
as an “item” and each m-trail as a “group test”, the first condition in Corollary 2 directly
follows from the definition of a CGT code. Section 2.3 provides the detailed analogy
between the CGT model and the UFL model.
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Figure 4.6: Simplified version for m-trail generation
Note that Definition 5 and Corollary 2 will be used by the proposed algorithms in
Section 4.5 and 4.6 for validating the generated L-UFL solution.
4.4 Generating m-trails
Fig. 4.8 shows the main framework of generating a valid and info-gaining m-
trail. Depending on whether the m-trail needs to pass through all unidentified MN or
just one unidentified MN, the m-trail generation schemes can be classified as m-trail global
sharing scheme and m-trail local sharing scheme respectively (An MN is unidentified if
it has not achieved L-UFL). Since the only difference between the two schemes is the
definition of a valid m-trail, we use one general algorithm to unify them.
Fig. 4.6 illustrates the high-level idea of the m-trail generation algorithm, where the
colorful nodes represent MNs. The first step is sequentially adding links which can differ-
entiate as many as possible SRLG pairs. In case the selected links in the first step form
a valid m-trail, the algorithm stops; Otherwise, additional links are chosen carefully to
obtain a valid m-trail.
The detailed procedure is shown in Fig. 4.8. First, a tentative trail code is generated
based on the ACT of a randomly unidentified MN (line 1-4). Links which can increase the
entropy of that ACT are added sequentially. Fig. 4.7 exemplifies the link-adding process
for m-trail t0 in Solution 1 (see Fig. 4.2). Next, a valid m-trail is obtained (checked in line
5-6) if the tentative code meets the connectivity constraints:
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Figure 4.7: Sequentially Adding Entropy-increasing links
1. the subgraph induced by the code is connected
2. spans all/one unidentified MN(s) if Global/Local Sharing
Otherwise, an SRLG φs coded ‘0’ is selected, which belongs to an info-gaining alarm
code group in τ (line 7). For an info-gaining group, there exists at least two SRLGs which
are coded as 0 and 1 in τ respectively.
Only new links not in φs will be added such that the connectivity constraint is met (line
8-12). By not adding links in φs, the refined trail code guarantees to increase the entropy
of that ACT [25]. The detailed process is as follows. First, each link not in φs is saved to
a hyperedge h(j, k) if it connects the jth and kth Connected Component(CC) (line 8-9).
Then, a new graph G′(H,C) is constructed by randomly adding each CC as a node and
each hyperedge containing at least one link as edge (line 10-11). Finally, a Depth First
Search (DFS) is carried out to get a spanning tree on G′. During the process, whenever a
hyperedge is added, the link with highest utility within that hyperedge is picked and the
trail code τ is modified accordingly(line 12).
After an m-trail is successfully generated, we need to fill its trail code into the related
ACTs and also record the current progress by changing the Active Group List maintained
along with each ACT.
Generally speaking, an active group list is a double linked list whose element is a list of
identically coded SRLGs. Fig. 4.9 shows three different active group lists which contains 1,
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Input: G(V,E),Φ, M , msol
Result: trail code τ
begin
/* Generate a tentative code first */
1 τ ← 0
2 randomly shuffle the link candidates /* O(|E|) */
/* add link if entropy increases */
3 foreach link candidate l do
4 if entropy increases then
add the link to τ
/* O(|E| · |Φ|) */
/* Refine trail code if it is invalid */
5 get Connected Component(CC) set C based on τ and M /* DFS+Building Disjoint
Sets :O(|E|+ |V |+ |V | log |V |) */
6 if τ is invalid then
7 find a ‘0’ coded SRLG φs in an info-gaining group of τ /* O(|Φ|) */
8 foreach link /∈ φs do
9 save to hyperedge h(j, k) if connects jth and kth CC
/* O(|E| log |V |) */
10 randomly shuffle hyperedge set H /* O(|H|) */
11 Construct a new Graph G′(C,H) using adjacency list /* O(|H|+ |C|) */
12 Run modified DFS on G′ /* O(|H|+ |C|+ |E| · |Φ|) */
(pick max utility link for each chosen hyperedge and modify τ )
13 return τ
Figure 4.8: Algorithm: m-trail Generation(MG)
2 and 3 groups respectively and the process of splitting the groups. To access each group
in O(1) time, an array of group pointers are maintained which points to each group and a
pointer is set to NULL if that group is deleted.
Fig. 4.10 describes how to split the active alarm code groups and save the
results to an m-trail partial solution msol, after an m-trail τ is generated. The
main idea is as follows. Each group in the current active group list AG is checked sequen-
tially (line 1). Whenever a group is visited, the number of 1 coded SRLGs are counted
(line 2). If not all SRLGs are identically coded (line 3), the current group is divided
into two subgroups: the minority subgroup (sz ) and the majority subgroup (bz ) (line 4).
Each subgroup contains the identically coded SRLGs and the majority subgroup contains
more SRLGs than its counterpart. If the minority group contains at least two SRLGs (line
5), then a new group g′ is appended to AG and the minority SRLGs in g are moved to
g′. Accordingly, the group ids for each moved SRLG and the group sizes for g and g′ are
updated (line 6-8). Otherwise, the minority SRLG are labelled as identified the group
size of g decreases by one (line 9-10). Finally, if the group size of the adjusted majority
group is equal to one, it is removed from AG (line 11).
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Figure 4.9: Splitting Group Example
Input: τ , AG
Result: msol
begin
/* O(|Φ|) */
1 foreach group g ∈ AG do
2 count # of 1s in g based on τ
3 if 0 < #of1 < size(g) then
4 sz ← min(#1,#0) ; bz ← size(g)− sz
5 if sz > 1 then
6 Append a new group g′ to AG, record position
7 move minority SRLGs in g to g′
8 update group size(g,g′) and group ids for moved SRLGs
9 else
Remove the minority SRLG from g
10 update group size(g), label the SRLG as identified
11 if bz = 1 then
remove g from AG,label the SRLG as identified
Figure 4.10: Algorithm: Active Group Splitting (AGS)
See Fig. 4.9 for a detailed example to split groups based on two trail codes: 0110111010
and 0001110101, on an active group list with ten SRLGs.
Fig. 4.11 demonstrates how Solution 1 shown in Fig. 4.3 is obtained through group-
splitting.
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Input: G(V,E),Φ, M
Result: msol
begin
1 while L-UFL unachieved at some MNs do
2 randomly select an unidentified MN
3 generate an info-gaining m-trail (MG)
/* global sharing: m-trail should span all unidentified MNs */
/* local sharing: m-trail just pass through the selected MN */
4 update the alarm code groups (AGS), remove identified MNs
5 save the m-trail into msol
6 return msol
Figure 4.12: Algorithm: achieving L-UFL with m-trails
4.5 Monitoring with S-LPs
In this Section, a heuristic [25] is built upon the m-trail generation procedure (MG) and
the active group splitting procedure (AGS) introduced in Section 4.4, to solve the L-UFL
problem with S-LPs(m-trails).
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4.5.1 L-UFL Heuristic with m-trails
As shown in Fig. 4.12, the proposed heuristic keeps on generating m-trails (line 3) which
can differentiate more SRLG pairs at an MN or multiple MNs, thereby to achieve L-UFL
eventually. Both the m-trail global-sharing and local-sharing algorithm can be applied for
m-trail generation as Fig. 4.12 illustrates ([25] adopts m-trail global-sharing). After an
m-trail is generated, the alarm code groups and unidentified MNs are updated accordingly
(line 4) and the m-trail is saved to current solution msol (line 5).
Theorem 1. The algorithm shown in Fig. 4.12 converges to achieve L-UFL.
Proof. First, each m-trail generated forms a connected subgraph spanning all unidentified
MNs or one selected MN. Moreover, each m-trail reduces the ambiguity of at least one
alarm code group at an unidentified MN. Consequently, each m-trail improves entropy
gradually and eventually rules out ambiguity.
4.5.2 Simulation
Coverlength ratio Wav = ω/(2E) and trail ratio Tr = J/(dlog2 |Φ|e) are used as two
metrics to evaluate the performance of the proposed m-trail allocation algorithm, where
ω, E and J denote coverlength, the number of links in the network, and the number of
required m-trails, respectively.
To check the performance of the algorithm shown in Fig. 4.12 in general networks,
we use the method in [86] to generate 20-nodes and 30-nodes random networks (one 20-
node/30-node random topology for each average nodal degree as shown in Fig. 4.14 and
Fig. 4.15 ; each plotted point represent 40 simulation results for a given topology), where
all nodes are defined as MNs. The average nodal degree ranges from 4 to 9. Note that
AvgWav and AvgTr in Fig. 4.13 are the average coverlength ratio and trail ratio, whereas
BestWav and BestTr denote the best results obtained.
As indicated by Fig. 4.13a-4.13b , the new algorithm outperforms previous algorithm
in [24] (labelled “ONDM” in figures) in reducing the coverlength and trail ratio to identify
single-link failure for 20 node networks. Compared to [25], the heuristic proposed in [24]
only deals with single link failures, which greedily tackles the L-UFL problem MN by MN
through random code assignment, trail splitting and other techniques. 2
2the proposed algorithm is further validated with the published m-cycle scheme[4, 37] as shown in
Fig. 4.21a to Fig. 4.21d.
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(a) Wav: 20-Node(single) (b) Tr: 20 Node(single)
(c) Wav: 20-Node(dual) (d) Tr: 20 Node(dual)
(e) Wav: 30-Node(dual) (f) Tr: 30-Node(dual)
Figure 4.13: Simulation Results for random networks
Figs. 4.13c-4.13d and Figs. 4.13e-4.13f deal with failure events (up to 2 links) for 20-
node and 30-node networks respectively. Thanks to m-trail global sharing and enhanced
“Min Wavelength Max Information” principle proposed in [25], trail ratio is almost optimal
for single-failure L-UFL tasks and usually less then 2(dlog2 |Φ|e) for dual failure case which
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Figure 4.14: 20-node Random Topologies
is also acceptable. In addition, as the average nodal degree increases, network topology is
more connected and coverlength is suppressed because the difficulty of finding a valid trail
is reduced.
We now check the running time of the algorithm. On a work station with 2.8G CPU and
1G memory, the m-trail allocation algorithm takes minutes to find 100 feasible dual-link
solutions for a 30-node, 270-link network.
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Figure 4.15: 30-node Random Topologies
4.6 Joint Monitoring with S-LPs and W-LPs
A novel algorithm for L-UFL, which jointly considers W-LPs and S-LPs, is explained in this
Section. To begin with, two important procedures, i.e., the W-LP evaluation procedure
(EVW) and the Partial Solution Production procedure (PPS), are discussed in Subsec-
tions 4.6.1-4.6.2. As will be explained in Subsection 4.6.3, the proposed algorithm first
analyzes the monitoring contribution of W-LPs by calling EVW and saves useful W-LPs
as an initial partial solution. Afterwards, PPS are called in a iterative fashion such that a
complete solution to the L-UFL problem can be obtained.
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Input: M ,Tw
Result: T 1
begin
1 T 1 ← ∅; Randomly shuffle W-LPs in Tw
2 foreach W-LP t ∈ Tw do
3 for i := 0 to |M | − 1 do
4 get the upstream links for the ith MN in t
5 get the trail code for t in ACTi by bitwise-ORing the IVs of the upstream links
6 if trail code increases H(ACTi) then
save the trail code to ACTi
7 if trail code of t is saved in some ACT then
add t to T 1
8 return T 1
Figure 4.16: Algorithm: Evaluating W-LPs for L-UFL (EVW)
4.6.1 Evaluating W-LPs (EVW)
In this Subsection, we first prove that the problem of choosing an optimal subset of W-LPs
for network monitoring is NP-complete. Next, a heuristic procedure EVW used by our
L-UFL algorithm is analyzed in detail.
Minimum W-LP Set (MWS) Problem:
Given a network graph G, a set of Monitoring Nodes, a set of SRLGs Φ = {Φ0,Φ1 . . .},
a set of W-LPs Tw and an integer q, decide whether there exists a subset Tws ⊆ Tw such
that |Tws | = q and the entropy ratio of the solution given by Tws is the same as the ratio of
the solution given by Tw.
Redundant Monitor Deactivation Problem (RMDP):[57] (rephrased)
Given an integer m, a set of k monitors M = {M1 . . .Mk} and a set of n faults Φ =
{Φ0, . . .Φn−1} such that the ACT based on M achieves UFL (i.e. each fault has a unique
alarm code; specifically, the alarm code of Φ0 is a zero vector which corresponds to no
failure). Decide whether there exists a subset D ⊆ M , where D is the set of redundant
monitors to be deactivated such that the ACT based on M \ D still achieves UFL when
|D| = m.
Theorem 2. The MWS problem is NP-complete.
Proof. It is easy to see that the MWS problem is in NP. Given a solution to the MWS
Problem (i.e. a set of W-LPs, denoted as Tws ), we can easily verify if |Tws | = q and the
entropy ratio is met.
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To show the MWS problem is NP-hard, we will reduce the RMDP, which is NP-
complete, to the MWS problem.
Let M = {M1 . . .Mk}, a set of n faults Φ = {Φ0, . . .Φn−1} and an integer m be an
arbitrary input to the RMDP problem. We construct an instance for MWS as follows.
First, create a complete graph Kn with n nodes. Let G = Kn and q = k −m. Then,
arbitrarily pick one node ,say Nu as the only MN. Hence we only have one ACT. Map
each fault Φi (i = 1 . . . n − 1) in RMDP to a distinct edge incident to Nu in Kn. Let
these n − 1 edges and the no failure case be the n SRLGs under consideration. For each
monitor Mi, we create a W-LP which passes through the same subset of the edges as in
the ACT of the original RMDP instance. Note that as each W-LP is composed of edges
incident to Nu, these edges must be connected and a valid W-LP can be formed. Clearly,
the entries in the ACT created for our MWS instance is the same as the ACT for the
RMDP instance. Moreover, the created W-LP set Tw achieves UFL (i.e. entropy ratio is
1) since the monitors in M achieves UFL by definition.
Claim: the MWS instance can achieve UFL with q = k −m W-LPs if and only if m
monitors can be deactivated for the RMDP instance. (As the entries in the ACTs for both
instances are exactly the same, proof directly follows.)
Based on the above claim, the MWS problem is NP-hard. Since the problem is also in
NP, it is NP-complete.
Let the set of W-LPs be denoted as Tw, the algorithm shown in Fig. 4.16
saves the W-LPs as a partial solution to an L-UFL problem and returns a set
of m-trails T 1 corresponding to that solution. At the beginning, T 1 is empty and
the W-LPs are randomly shuﬄed ( line 1). Then, each W-LP, denoted by t is considered
sequentially ( line 2); and the algorithm iterates through all the MNs to quantify the
differentiation contribution of each t (line 3). It takes three steps to analyze the differen-
tiation contribution of t regarding each MN. First, the upstream links of each traversing
W-LP of each MN are obtained(line 4). This can be done by traversing along t from the
destination node until hitting the MN; and the unvisited links are the upstream links. Sec-
ond, the trail code for t can be obtained by the bitwise-OR operation on all the link-SRLG
incidence vectors of the upstream links (line 5). Third, the trail code is saved to the ACT
of the MN if it increases the entropy of that ACT(line 6). As long as the trail code of t
has been saved to an ACT, t is added to T 1(line 7).
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Input: Hˆcur, Hˆexp
Result: Tp
begin
1 Tp ← ∅; copy current ACTs to BCTs
2 while Hˆcur < Hˆexp do
3 add an entropy-increasing m-trail to Tp
4 save the new m-trail to the BCTs
5 Hˆcur ← entropy ratio of BCTs
6 return Tp
Figure 4.17: Algorithm: Producing Partial Solution (PPS)
4.6.2 Producing Partial Solution (PPS)
In the process of generating a complete solution, the set of m-trails in the solution of the
current iteration and its entropy ratio is denoted as Tc and Hˆcur respectively. By comparing
Hˆcur and the expected entropy ratio, denoted as Hˆexp, the algorithm in Fig. 4.17 aims
to produce a partial solution with m-trail set Tp, such that the solution yielded
by the m-trail set Tp ∪ Tc has an entropy ratio no less than Hˆexp.
Initially, Tp is an empty set and a copy of current ACTs, namely BCTs, is stored(line
1). As long as the current entropy ratio Hˆcur of BCTs is less than the expected ratio Hˆexp
(line 2), a new m-trail which guarantees to increase the entropy ratio is generated by any
possible method (e.g. m-trail method in [25] or m-cycle method in [4]) and added to Tp
(line 3). After that, the trail code of the new trail is filled into the BCTs accordingly (line
4) and the entropy ratio for BCTs is recalculated (line 5). Finally, a new iteration starts
over again if Hˆcur < Hˆexp (line 2); otherwise, the set of m-trails Tp is returned (line 6).
4.6.3 Proposed Algorithm for L-UFL
The algorithm shown in Fig. 4.19 generates a complete m-trail solution to an
L-UFL problem in an iterative approach, where n specifies the number of partial
solutions generated when adding S-LPs, s indicates how much entropy ratio should be
increased in an iteration (0 < s ≤ 1), M is the set of MNs, Tw is the set of W-LPs,
variable i counts the number of iterations that have gone through, and Tc represents the
set of m-trails in solution of the current iteration.
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In the first iteration, the W-LPs are analyzed by calling the function namely EVW
and only the W-LPs which can increase the entropy ratio are stored in Tc as the initial
solution (line 1). Next, the entropy ratio of the solution in the current iteration, denoted
by Hˆcur, is computed (line 2). If Hˆcur is less than 1, then the algorithm begins generating
S-LPs(line 3). In iteration i (i ≥ 2), the expected entropy ratio, denoted as Hˆexp, is
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Figure 4.18: L-UFL algorithm with k iterations (s = 0.1,T ic is an abbreviation for “Tc in
iteration i”)
Input: n,s,M ,Tw
Result: Tc
begin
1 i← 1; Tc ← EVW (M,Tw)
2 Hˆcur ← entropy ratio of current ACTs
3 while Hˆcur < 1 do
4 i← i+ 1; Hˆexp ← min{Hˆcur + s, 1}
5 call PPS(Hˆcur, Hˆexp) n times to get n partial solutions which achieve Hˆexp
6 pick a partial solution named T ∗p such that Tc ∪ T ∗p has highest utility
7 T i ← T ∗p ; adjust ACTs; Tc ← Tc ∪ T i
8 Hˆcur ← entropy ratio of ACTs
9 return Tc
Figure 4.19: Algorithm: Achieving L-UFL with S-LPs and W-LPs
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computed based on Hˆcur and the parameter s (line 4). Then, a new partial solution T
i is
stored on top of the existing solution Tc such that the solution yielded by T
i ∪ Tc has an
entropy ratio no less than Hˆexp. Note that T
i ∪ Tc has the highest utility among n partial
solutions generated by PPS (line 5-6) and Tc is set to T
i∪Tc (line 7). The next iteration
starts if the recalculated entropy ratio (line 8) is not 1; otherwise, a complete solution is
obtained (line 9). Fig. 4.18 gives an example when the algorithm finishes in k iterations
and s is set to 0.1. In iteration i (i ≥ 2), the solution for iteration i, i.e. T ic , is obtained
by stacking T i over the existing solution T i−1c and the entropy ratio increases by at least s
(s = 0.1 in this example).
4.6.4 Simulation
Average coverlength ratio Wav = ω(T )/(2|E|) and trail ratio Tr = |T |/(dlog2 |Φ|e) are
used as two metrics to evaluate the results, where ω(T ), |E| and |T | denote coverlength, the
number of links in the network, and the number of required m-trails, respectively. Without
confusion, these ratios are computed according to the best results obtained for different
topologies. We implement the m-trail generation in three different ways including the
m-cycle local-sharing scheme, m-trail global-sharing scheme and the m-trail local-sharing
scheme. Besides, all simulations aim to achieve NWL-UFL of upto 2-link failures. Except
for Fig. 4.20e-4.20f , the ratio γ in the utility function is set to 0.2.
The m-cycle local-sharing scheme [4][37] is easy to implement, which generates cycles
passing through a MN by two shortest paths. However, the scheme only works on 4-edge
connected graphs for upto 2-link UFL[4]. Thus, we use the method in [65] to generate
20-nodes random networks and only pick 4−edge connected topologies. The link number
for these topologies ranges from 50 to 90.
Contrary to the m-cycle scheme which intends to differentiate one pair of SRLGs by
an m-cycle, both the global and local m-trail sharing schemes try to differentiate as many
SRLG pairs as possible. To minimize the wavelength consumption of a particular m-trail,
the algorithm for Chinese Postman Problem is used for both m-trail schemes to calculate
the optimal S-LP.
As regard to W-LP generation, a |V | by |V | binary matrix is used to represent the
traffic demand of W-LPs. The entry at row i column j (i 6= j ; diagonal entries are set to
0) is set to 1 if there should be a W-LP starting from node i and ends at node j; Otherwise,
it is set to 0 . Suppose η denotes the traffic load, then η = 1 corresponds to the full traffic
matrix with |V |2 − |V | non-zero entries. Given a particular traffic load , dη · (|V |2 − |V |)e
W-LPs (simple paths) are generated by Random Depth First Search(RDFS) . RDFS differs
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Figure 4.20: global m-trail sharing with different n, s and γ values
from depth first search in that it randomly selects the next hop from the adjacency link
list instead of following a fixed order.
For each network topology, 10 random traffic demand matrices for each given load are
constructed (η ∈ {0.3, 0.6, 0.9}) . Afterwards, a set of W-LPs are generated accordingly
for each matrix while the W-LP set with median entropy ratio is picked as the input to
the algorithm in Fig. 4.19.
To check the correctness and performance of L-UFL algorithm, we adopt the m-trail
global-sharing scheme in [25] to generate m-trails. Fig. 4.20a-4.20b demonstrates the use-
fulness of the utility function by changing the parameter n; the notation “No CPP” in
Fig. 4.20a means the wavelength link consumption of an m-trail is calculated by doubling
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Figure 4.21: Comparison between different m-trail generation methods and the effects of
WLPs (n = 10, s = γ = 0.2)
the number of undirected edges it traverses. Note that the setting of s = n = 1 and “No
CPP” corresponds to our previous work in [25]. By setting a higher n value, the resource
consumption can be slightly reduced. Fig. 4.20a also shows that when the wavelength-link
consumption of an m-trail is computed by the Chinese Postman Algorithm on undirected
graphs (see Chap. 15.7 in [58]), the coverlength can be significantly suppressed. Fig. 4.20c-
4.20f examines the effect of parameter s. According to the simulation results, a small s
value (so that the utility function is applied more frequently) leads to better performance.
This effect is more obvious when γ is set to a higher value.
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Fig. 4.21a-4.21d compare the performance of different sharing schemes. Fig. 4.21a-4.21b
examine the difference when no W-LPs are considered while Fig. 4.21c-4.21d focus on the
case when W-LPs with load 0.3 are present. Based on the simulation results, the m-trail
global sharing scheme outperforms the other two in both coverlength and the number of
m-trails while the performance gap is narrowed when W-LPs are considered
To study the affect brought by W-LPs, we further test the performance of m-trail global
sharing under different W-LP loads. As shown in Fig. 4.21e-4.21f, with the increase of
random W-LPs, the monitoring resource consumption of S-LPs are significantly suppressed.
As regard to the running time, on a work station with 2.8G CPU and 1G memory, the
m-trail global-sharing scheme takes minutes to find 100 feasible dual-link solutions for a
20-node, 90-link network when no W-LPs are present. But for local-sharing schemes, it
takes much longer as more m-trails have to be generated and the ACTs are not identical.
When W-LPs are present, the global m-trail sharing computation time is similar to m-trail
local-sharing as ACTs are usually not the same in that case.
To conclude, the monitoring resource consumption for signaling-free failure localization
is greatly reduced with the help of the proposed utility function, S-LP routing based on
Chinese Postman algorithm, as well as the W-LPs.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, I introduced a signaling-free failure localization framework: L-UFL, un-
der which a set of monitoring nodes can individually perform local unambiguous failure
localization (L-UFL) for SRLGs by inspecting the locally available m-trail status. Two
heuristics [25, 23] are explained to solve the L-UFL problem.
Section 4.5 presents the heuristic in [25] for L-UFL using S-LPs. The Enhanced Min
Wavelength Max Information principle and other techniques help to reduce the number
of m-trails and the coverlength of the solution. Simulations based on various network
topologies showed that the proposed heuristic algorithm exhibits a satisfactory performance
in minimizing the number of m-trails, coverlength and the running time of the algorithm.
Section 4.6 presents the novel approach in [23] for further reducing the monitoring re-
source consumption of the signaling-free monitoring trail allocation problem. The proposed
approach is characterized by jointly considering the working lightpaths and newly added
supervisory lightpaths as m-trails, where each intermediate node of an m-trail detects loss
of light due to failure on any upstream link along the m-trail. We claim that this is the
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first study that investigates L-UFL using S-LPs and WLPs. The problem of selecting an
optimal set of working lightpaths for L-UFL was shown to be NP-complete and a heuristic
was provided. Techniques were developed to solve the L-UFL m-trail allocation problem
which iteratively constructs the desired m-trail solution using a novel entropy based utility
function. Simulation results on various network topologies demonstrated the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm and its performance advantage against other methods.
Finally, Fig. 4.22 outlines the main ideas and techniques discussed in this chapter with
a mind map.
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Figure 4.22: mind map for L-UFL
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Chapter 5
Integrating Failure Localization with
Survivable Design
5.1 Introduction
A general approach to increase availability of each connection is to pre-plan one or multiple
protection lightpaths (P-LPs) for each working lightpath (W-LP). Fortunately, network
failures are rare events thus it is a widely accepted strategy to share the allocated spare
capacity among multiple P-LP(s) that are assumed not to be activated at the same time.
This is also referred to as shared protection. In contrast to dedicated protection, a shared
protection scheme relies on a suite of after-failure real-time mechanisms to restore the failed
W-LPs, including failure localization, failure notification and device configuration; and the
former two are also known as fault management defined under Generalized Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (GMPLS) based recovery[45].
Numerous research efforts were addressed in the design of shared protection schemes,
including shared backup path protection (SBPP), segment shared protection (SSP), link
protection, failure dependent protection (FDP, or referred to as path restoration), and
pre-configured protection [35, 18, 41, 51, 74, 52]. Two objectives are widely considered
in their design when claimed in the context of all-optical mesh networks, namely capacity
efficiency and fault management complexity. The former concerns the amount of consumed
spare capacity, which is the capacity in terms of wavelength channels (WLs) reserved (but
not necessarily configured) for the P-LPs; while the latter can by measured by restoration
time, defined as the time period from the instant that the traffic is unexpected interrupted
to that the affected traffic is completely restored.
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In the spectrum of shared protection scheme design, there exists a compromise between
capacity efficiency and fault management complexity, in which FDP and pre-configured
protection (such as p-Cycle) are the two extremes. With FDP, each W-LP is assigned
with multiple P-LPs, and one is activated for the restoration purpose according to the
identified failure event. By allowing the reuse of the released working capacity for failure
restoration (or called stub release), FDP has long been recognized with the optimal capacity
efficiency and widely taken as the performance benchmark in the design of shared protection
schemes. However, the FDP restoration process is subject to the highest control and
signaling complexity that possibly yields the longest restoration time, mostly because the
switching node has to precisely localize the failure event for real-time selection of a P-LP.
The other extreme is the pre-configured protection schemes that are free from any
electronic signaling mechanism, such as 1+1 and p-Cycle. They require the minimum
fault management complexity and thus achieves very fast restoration since the only after-
failure real-time action is the reconfiguration of the two nodes responsible for switching
and merging the affected working traffic. Thus in contrast to any other counterpart, the
pre-configured schemes can minimize the fault management complexity and possibly be
implemented completely in the optical domain. Such simplicity and fast restoration speed
is gained nonetheless at the expense of consuming the highest redundancy.
The above observation naturally brings up an interesting question: Can we restore
an optical layer fault without relying on any electronic signaling, while achieving optimal
capacity efficiency as with FDP? The question is answered in this Chapter. In specific,
the proposed framework of survivable routing incorporates a state-of-the-art optical layer
monitoring system with the conventional spare capacity allocation task, in which a set of
supervisory lightpaths, called monitoring trails (m-trails), is deployed and is allowed to
reuse the spare capacity reserved for P-LPs. As a consequence, each node can instantly
obtain the network failure status and start the predefined restoration process by monitoring
the on-off status of the traversing m-trails.
The chapter firstly details how the proposed restoration process can be realized purely
in the optical domain. Then, a novel static survivable routing scheme, namely Monitoring
and Protection Joint Design Heuristic (MPJD)[22], together with a dynamic survivable
routing scheme, namely Dynamic Joint design Heuristic (DJH)[27], are introduced. MPJD
is featured as a failure dependent protection (FDP) scheme under static traffic patterns
(i.e. W-LPs are prerouted for meeting the connection requests). MPJD is capable of
jointly allocating P-LPs for protecting the given W-LPs, as well as m-trails, such that all
W-LPs can be restored in an all-optical fashion. By contrast, DJH is an FDP scheme
under dynamic traffic patterns, which can jointly allocating a W-LP and its P-LPs that
satisfies an newly arrived connection request, as well as the m-trails to be newly added to
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the network, such that the W-LP can be restored all-optically.
Since both the m-trails and W-LPs are lightpaths with constant optical signal, a W-LP
that bears user traffic can also be used as an m-trail for some other nodes in the meantime,
and vice versa. On the other hand, by reusing spare capacity, the amount of WLs dedicated
for the m-trails can be further minimized.
Extensive simulation is conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed surviv-
able routing schemes under various network topologies and traffic loads. MPJD outshines
two reported schemes: NWL-UFL restoration[62] and GNFL[61], regarding WL consump-
tion, number of transmitters, monitoring requirement, and running time. Specifically,
NWL-UFL restoration[62] requires each network node to localize all the SRLG failures no
matter it is needed or not, unnecessary monitoring resource consumption was found and
investigated in [61]. By using very short m-trails and in-band monitoring (i.e., taking the
on-off status of the W-LPs into the monitoring plane) in GNFL[61], the roles of m-trails
and W-LPs become interchangeable. Such flexibility and simplicity in the transport plane
management is gained at the expense of taking an excessive number of transponders.
The blocking probability of DJH is compared with those of a couple of counterparts,
namely PWCE [86] and DJHnt. The former is the only reported shared protection scheme
that copes with dynamic traffic without relying on electronic signaling, and the later is
a representative of conventional FDP based shared protection scheme without m-trails,
which is taken as the benchmark indicating how far the proposed DJH scheme is away
from the optimal due to the launching of m-trails. We will show that the DJH scheme
only causes very limited additional redundancy in the presence of dynamic traffic, thereby
leading to significant better performance than PWCE and similar to the case of DJHnt,
especially under the scenarios with denser topologies and larger link capacity. In other
words, the all-optical restoration of the proposed scheme can be gained with almost zero
additional redundancy.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses the GMPLS based recovery
and the basis of all-optical monitoring based on m-trails. Section 5.3 presents the proposed
all-optical restoration framework and describes how it can achieve the said signaling-free
restoration process. Section 5.4 formally defines the static and dynamic joint design prob-
lem and the Necessary Monitoring Requirements for achieving all-optical restoration. Sec-
tion 5.5 and Section 5.6 present the proposed static survivable routing scheme MPJD and
the dynamic survivable routing scheme DJH respectively. Section 5.7 concludes.
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5.2 Background
5.2.1 GMPLS based Recovery
GMPLS provides a complete support of W-LP and P-LP setup in the optical domain. At
a connection request arrival, the W-LP and its P-LP(s) are calculated based on a specific
survivable routing scheme. One or multiple P-LPs are pre-planned for the restoration of
the W-LP once unexpectedly interrupted, where the mapping between the failure events
and the P-LPs should be defined; i.e., which P-LP is activated at a specific failure event
to restore the W-LP. Then the ingress node launches a path setup message to configure
the optical cross-connect (OXC) at each intermediate node along the W-LP, as well as
the notification of the intermediate nodes along the P-LP(s) about the reservation. Note
that under shared protection, the WLs along the P-LP(s) are reserved but not configured
except for pre-configured protection schemes such as p-Cycle.
Fault management is defined under GMPLS as a set of sequentially performed after-
failure real-time tasks, including failure localization, failure notification, and device con-
figuration. The former two tasks (i.e., localization and notification) in the optical network
domain are defined as a series of electronic signaling mechanisms. By applying Link Man-
agement Protocol coupled with a resource reservation protocol (such as RSVP-TE), each
downstream node of a failed W-LP subject to loss of light (LOL) should send an alarm to
its upstream node. After receiving the alarm, the upstream node checks the correspond-
ing input port and forwards the alarm to further upstream if the node is also subject to
LOL. Otherwise, the faulty link is determined in the downstream, and the upstream node
initiates protection/restoration procedures.
Such a GMPLS based fault management process is subject to some weaknesses. Firstly,
the alarms could be simultaneously issued by multiple downstream nodes, and the number
of alarms is determined by the number of W-LPs traversing through the faulty link(s) and
the length of the W-LPs. The numerous alarms could easily lead to an alarm storm in the
control plane and bring risks of crashing the whole network. Secondly, the GMPLS fault
management could be vulnerable to multi-link Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) failure
events, due to the fact that a node can only be aware of the faulty link which is in the
upstream of any W-LP traversing the node, but has no way to get the status of a link
that is not traversed by any W-LP. Therefore, when a multi-link SRLG fails, a node may
only be able to identify the failure of a subset of the links in the SRLG, and thus may
select a P-LP that is nonetheless subject to the failure, too. Thirdly, due to extensive
electronic signaling mechanism and nodal processing, the GMPLS fault management may
take hundreds of milliseconds for failure localization and notification, and the delay is
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added up to the overall restoration time. Note that a slow restoration not only causes data
loss but also imposes vicious impact on the upper network/transport layer protocols such
as OSPF and TCP.
To make the GMPLS fault management process better fit in the optical domain, link-
based monitoring [80, 73, 4, 12] has been considered such that every link is exclusively
monitored via a single-hop supervisory lightpath (S-LP). Once a failure occurs, the mon-
itors subject to LOL issue alarms to the network controller or the corresponding decision
nodes (e.g., ingresses) for the subsequent restoration process.
Although being an effective solution for mitigating the awkward situation in the con-
ventional GMPLS based approach, the link-based monitoring approach strongly relies on
electronic signaling for alarm collection and failure notification, which leads to considerable
control complexity and long restoration time. Thus, numerous solutions based on various
assumptions and design premises were reported in the past decade.
5.2.2 Signaling-Free Failure Localization
Failure localization using multi-hop S-LPs, or referred to as monitoring trails (m-trails)
in the following context without loss of generality, has been extensively studied in the
past decade [79, 33, 69, 6, 72, 66, 21, 64]. Local Unambiguous Failure Localization (L-
UFL) [5, 75, 23, 64] is an interesting scenario of m-trails, aiming at signaling-free failure
restoration that can be purely operated in the optical domain. With a set of m-trails
properly allocated, a node is L-UFL capable if the node can unambiguously identify any
link failure according to locally available m-trail on-off status.
[75] further explored the idea in [5] by considering the situation where not only the
terminating node but also an intermediated node of an m-trail can obtain its on-off status
via lambda monitoring. The study attempted to enable L-UFL for a given set of nodes via
an integer linear program, and discovered the fact that the total coverlength scales very
well with the number of L-UFL capable nodes, mostly due to the sharing of on-off status
among the nodes traversed by a common m-trail. Motivated by the result, [23] provided
a novel heuristic approach to determine the set of m-trails in presence of a set of L-UFL
capable nodes. [64] further investigated the case where all the nodes are made L-UFL
capable under any single link failure, referred to as Network-wide L-UFL (NWL-UFL), in
which an efficient heuristic was developed for allocating m-trails in a shape of spanning
tree via link code swapping.
In [60], NWL-UFL was taken to facilitate all-optical and signaling-free failure localiza-
tion. The basic idea is to leave the two post-failure tasks, namely fault management and
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P-LP device configuration, to be autonomously performed in the optical domain without
any aid of a multi-hop signaling protocol. To achieve this, the switching, intermediate,
and merging nodes of a P-LP can start configuring their OXCs to form the required cross-
connect right after the identification of the failure, thanks to NWL-UFL which allows every
node to unambiguously localize any link failure. Thus, the affected W-LP can be switched
over to the P-LP without waiting for the cross-layer signaling mechanisms as in GMPLS.
Although serving as viable solutions to the respectively considered scenarios, the pre-
vious schemes [23, 64, 60] are subject to poor scalability. Given that every node has to
be L-UFL capable for all the links, the lengths of m-trails could possibly be as lengthy
as |E|
2
hops. Note that a lengthy m-trail not only introduces a long monitoring latency
in the resultant failure localization system, but also stands for a significant consumption
on regenerators/amplifiers to support the function of all-optical monitoring. Accordingly,
[67] resolved the problem by using short m-trails and having each node to be aware of the
SRLG failure status only if the node needs to react to the failure.
Obviously, all of them are on static traffic, and there has not been any research for
dynamic survivable routing which can deal with connection requests arriving one after the
other without any prior knowledge of future arrival. Based on the above observations,
in Section 5.5, I will introduce a novel heuristic for signaling-free restoration under static
traffic which aims to reduce the monitoring resource consumption by defining the Necessary
Monitoring Requirements(NMR) and other advanced techniques. In Section 5.6, a heuristic
under dynamic traffic will be elaborated.
5.3 An Overview of All-Optical Failure Restoration
5.3.1 Introduction
Fig. 5.1 shows an example of the desired all-optical and signaling-free restoration process
by using a 4-node 5-link topology. Two W-LPs denoted as W1 and W2 are present, each
being provisioned with two physical lightpaths on the same route in opposite directions. W1
is protected by two P-LPs, namely P
(v3,v4)
1 for link failure (v3, v4), and P
(v4,v1)
1 for (v4, v1)
as in Fig. 5.1a, while W2 is protected by a single P-LP denoted as P
∗
2 as in Fig. 5.1b.
To ensure signaling-free restoration for W1 and W2, v1 should be able to unambiguously
identify the failure of (v3, v4), (v4, v1), and (v2, v1), such that W1 can be switched over to
P
(v3,v4)
1 (or P
(v4,v1)
1 ) when (v3, v4) (or (v4, v1)) fails and W2 can be switched over to P
∗
2 when
(v2, v1) fails. Thus, v1 must be able to all-optically detect the failure status of the three
links (v3, v4), (v4, v1), and (v2, v1).
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Figure 5.1: An illustrative example for the restoration process under the proposed frame-
work (dashed square shows the embedded ACT)
Similarly, v2 and v4 should also be respond to the failure status of (v4, v1), (v3, v4) and
(v2, v1), such that an all-optical failure restoration for W1 and W2 can be achieved. On the
other hand, since v3 is traversed by two P-LPs (i.e., P
(v3,v4)
1 and P
(v4,v1)
1 ), it needs to react
to any failure upon W1. Therefore, v3 should be able to all-optically obtain the failure
status of (v3, v4) and (v4, v1).
To enable each node to all-optically detect the failure status of the SRLGs of interest,
W-LPs and m-trails should be properly allocated. As shown in Fig. 5.1c, three m-trails
T1, T2 and T3 are deployed, by which the Restoration Table (RT) for each node is formed
as shown in Fig. 5.1d-g. Each RT is extended from the ACT at the node, which further
maintains the mapping between each possible alarm code and the corresponding restoration
configuration to be performed upon that failure event. In the embedded ACT at a node,
each column corresponds to a W-LP or an m-trail passing through the node and a bit
is set to 1 if the corresponding W-LP or m-trail traverses through some link(s) in that
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SRLG. Each row of an RT on top of the separator corresponds to an SRLG failure state of
interest, and the rows below the separator are the alarm codes that the node may see but
does not care because they are caused by failures that the node does not need to respond.
As introduced in [22], a node may just keeps the rows of the RT above the separator for
saving memory.
Any alarm code in a RT above the separator should be different from any code below
it, such that the interested failure states can be separated from the others. In addition,
any two alarm codes above the separator should be different if they have distinct restoration
configurations (i.e. different “switch to” values). In this way, each node can precisely
decide which restoration action to be taken upon a failure event.
For example, v1 keeps the RT as in Fig. 5.1f by observing the on-off status of T1, W1
and W2, so as to uniquely identify the failure on (v3, v4), (v4, v1) or (v2, v1) of interest. If
v1 finds that T1 and W2 become unexpectedly off while W1 is still on, an alarm code “101”
is obtained; so the node will consider link (v2, v1) as failed by matching the third row of
its RT and be ready to switch W2 over to P
∗
2 . Meanwhile and in parallel, v2 and v4 will
be able to identify the failure of (v2, v1) by matching the third row in their RTs as in 5.1g
and d, respectively, and instantly configure their OXCs to support P ∗2 . Thus W2 can be
restored in an all-optical and deterministic fashion upon the failure of (v2, v1).
In the above case all the nodes on P ∗2 can all-optically localize the failure on (v2, v1) and
immediately respond to the failure up W2. Similarly, all the nodes on P
(v3,v4)
1 and P
(v4,v1)
1
can all-optically localize the failure on (v3, v4) and (v4, v1) respectively, and immediately
respond to any link failure upon W1. In other words, both W1 and W2 can be restored
from any possible link failure in an all-optical manner. We define in such a situation W1
and W2, respectively, meets the Necessary Monitoring Requirement (NMR)
1. It is clear
that a W-LP meeting the NMR can be restored from a failure event in an all-optical and
signaling-free manner; and by exercising the NMR, each network node can initiate a proper
OXC configuration upon any predefined failure event merely based on the on-off status of
the m-trails and W-LPs (if in-band monitoring is enabled) traversing through it.
5.3.2 Restoration Time Analysis
The after-failure real-time tasks under the conventional GMPLS based recovery includes
failure localization/isolation, failure notification and device configuration. The former two
1formally defined in Subsection 5.4.2
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rely on electronic multi-hop signaling, while the last one is mainly based on nodal process-
ing. According to [46, 45, 16]: 2
• Failure localization provides information about the location of the failure to the
deciding entity — an entity that makes the recovery decision or selects the recovery
resources;
• Failure notification phase is used:
1. to inform intermediate nodes that W-LP(s)/link(s) failure has occurred and has
been detected and
2. to inform the recovery deciding entities — which participate in the recovery of
the W-LPs/link(s) — that the corresponding W-LP/link is not available.
The three after-failure real-time tasks have to be performed in sequence, and their
latencies are added up to the total failure restoration time. In the following we argue that
the proposed framework can significantly simplify the real-time recovery process and be
performed completely in the network optical domain.
Firstly, since the switching node of an interrupted W-LP is aware of the failure event,
the time for failure localization is simply the propagation delay of the m-trails interrupted
by the failure, while the time for failure notification is completely removed. Since the
propagation of optical signals is deterministic in terms of its speed, the time for failure
localization is deterministic. Further, since all the intermediate nodes of the P-LPs corre-
sponding to the failure event can localize the failure event thanks to NWL-UFL, they can
start configuring their OXCs based on the collected alarms without waiting for P-LP setup
request from any other network entity. Thus the W-LP setup latency can be minimized as
well. This leads to a completely all-optical and deterministic restoration process.
In specific, the total latency tr can be modeled as:
tr = tl + td ,
where tl and td is the time for failure localization, and the time for device configuration for
the P-LP setup, respectively. Here, tl is determined solely by the light propagation delay
along the m-trails. On the other hand, td should be close to the time for OXC configuration
at a single node, since all the intermediate nodes of the P-LP configure their OXCs almost
in parallel.
2I rephrase it slightly using the terminologies in this thesis.
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Figure 5.2: Restoration time analysis
Fig. 5.2a is an illustration for the restoration process under the proposed framework.
Given a W-LP a− b− c and a P-LP a− e− f − c protecting it, let there be two m-trails
T1 : c− b− a− e− f and T2 : b− a− e− f − c which help nodes along the P-LP, namely a,
e, f , and c, to localize the failure at link b− c. With this, node a can identify the failure
at b− c by taking time tb−al right after the failure of b− c, and node a looks up its RT and
immediately switches over the traffic by taking another latency of td. Meanwhile, nodes
e, f and c can also identify the failure by taking a propagation time tb−a−el , t
b−a−e−f
l , and
tb−a−e−f−cl , respectively, and they look up their RTs and immediately configure their OXCs
to realize the P-LP which takes td. Thus, the total consumed time is the longest of the
propagation time plus a single device configuration time.
In contrast, Fig. 5.2b shows the restoration process under the GMPLS protocol with
link monitoring, under which the failure localization time can be ignored (failure is just one
hop away from the detecting entities). When link b− c fails, the GMPLS-based restoration
needs to go through a series of signaling mechanism to complete the restoration. Firstly,
node b which is adjacent to the failed link b− c, will notify the decision node a about the
failure. Secondly, node a will initiate a recovery process by a device configuration process,
in which the OXCs of a, e, f , c along the P-LP will be notified by a wake-up message,
mostly done in a sequential manner. Thus, the GMPLS-based restoration process may take
hundred of milliseconds of restoration time due to such a multi-hop signaling mechanism
and cross-layer operation. In this example, tr is t
b−a−e−f−c
n + 4td, where tn is the time for
failure notification based on electronic signaling.
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5.4 Algorithm Preliminaries
5.4.1 Joint Design Problem
The detailed design goals of the optical restoration strategy via m-trails can be formulated
as the joint design problem.
Definition 6. Given a host of connection requests and a set of SRLGs, the Joint Design
Problem asks to route Working Lightpaths (W-LPs), Protection Lightpaths (P-LPs) and
M-trails for a network topology G(V,E) such that:
1. W-LPs meet the connection requests;
2. all W-LPs are survivable through any single SRLG failure with the help of P-LPs;
3. Each node can react to any failure in parallel with sufficient information reported by
m-trails;
4. resources consumed by W-LPs, P-LPs and m-trails are minimized.
Note that Definition 6 will be used to validate the joint design solution
generated by the algorithms introduced in Section 5.5 and 5.6. Specifically,
Necessary Monitoring Requirements for signaling-free restoration are checked
using the methods in Section 5.4.2.
In addition, we use the following cost function to evaluate a joint design solution:
Cost = γ · (# of m-trails) +
∑
e∈E
ce max{me, pe} (5.1)
where γ is a cost ratio for balancing the importance of an m-trail and a Wavelength
Channel(WL), ce is the predefined cost for using a WL on link e; me and pe represents
the number of WLs consumed by m-trails or P-LPs on the link e respectively. Thus,
max{me, pe} reflects that we allow m-trails and P-LPs to share WLs.
Definition 7. Static Joint Design Problem: a joint design problem, for which all
connection requests arrive simultaneously and W-LPs for meeting these requests are pre-
computed.
Definition 8. Dynamic Joint Design Problem: a joint design problem, for which
connection requests arrive one after the other without any prior knowledge of future ar-
rivals.
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Table 5.1: P-LP assignment
P-LP assignment s
(v3,v4)
1 s
(v4,v1)
1 s
∗
2
SRLG/P-LP 3-2-4-1 3-4-2-1 1-4-2
φ0 0 0 0
(v3, v4) 1 0 0
(v4, v1) 0 1 0
(v2, v1) 0 0 1
(v3, v2) 0 0 0
(v2, v4) 0 0 0
Table 5.2: Monitoring Requirements Matrices
node 1 2 3 4
SRLG s
(v3,v4)
1 s
(v4,v1)
1 s
∗
2 s
(v3,v4)
1 s
(v4,v1)
1 s
∗
2 s
(v3,v4)
1 s
(v4,v1)
1 s
(v3,v4)
1 s
(v4,v1)
1 s
∗
2
φ0 000 000 00 000
(v3, v4) 100 100 10 100
(v4, v1) 010 010 01 010
(v2, v1) 001 001 00 001
(v3, v2) 000 000 00 000
(v2, v4) 000 000 00 000
5.4.2 Necessary Monitoring Requirements
To get the necessary monitoring requirements, a binary matrix, called “monitoring re-
quirement matrix”(MRM) is derived for each node. Consider the W-LPs and P-LPs
shown in Fig. 5.1a-b for example. First, a bit vector sji is assigned to each P-LP P
j
i . A
bit is set to 1 if that P-LP is used to protect the corresponding SRLG; otherwise, it is set
to 0. For instance, the vector s
(v3,v4)
1 for P-LP P
(v3,v4)
1 is 010000 as shown in Table 5.1,
since it protects SRLG (v3, v4). After allocating all the bit vectors for P-LPs, all P-LPs’
bit vectors passing through a particular node are stacked together. For instance, since
node 1 is traversed by all three P-LPs , its monitoring requirements can be represented by
stacking the bit vectors of these P-LPs as demonstrated by Table 5.2.
For simplicity, each row in a node’s MRM is called a “configuration code” for an
SRLG. For example, at node 1, SRLG (v3, v4) ’s configuration code is 100. In this way, all
SRLGs with identical configuration code fall into a configuration group.
Thus, the Necessary Monitoring Requirements for achieving signaling-free restoration
can be rephrased as follows:
Definition 9. Necessary Monitoring Requirement(NMR): For each network node,
two SRLGs in different configuration groups should be assigned different alarm codes.
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We can verify that the monitoring requirements in Table 5.2 (concisely represented
using separators in Fig. 5.1d-g) are fully met by the m-trail allocation in Fig. 5.1c.
To quantify the monitoring requirement of a restoration strategy, we can compute the
total number of SRLG pairs required to be distinguished by the nodes using (5.2):
#(SRLG pairs) =
∑
k∈V
∑
i<j
|gki | · |gkj | (5.2)
where |gki | represents the size of the ith Configuration Group (CG) at node k.
Note that NMR is a much looser constraint compared to other strategies as
NWL-UFL [62] and GNFL [61]. The former regards each SRLG under consideration as a
CG, thus requiring to distinguish
(|Φ|
2
)
SRLG pairs at each node, where |Φ| denotes the
number of SRLGs. The later looses the requirements under single link failures by defining
a neighbourhood for each node. GNFL asks each link in the neighbourhood to form a CG
and the remaining links to form another CG. However, since the links in a neighbourhood
may share restoration configurations, they may not need to be fully distinguished.
Lemma 3. NMR requires to distinguish no more SRLG pairs than GNFL and NWL-UFL.
Proof. Note that the CGs defined by NMR are subdivided into small CGs under GNFL or
NWL-UFL. Thus, for each CG gki defined by NMR, we have: |gki | =
∑
l |rki,l|, where rki,l is a
small CG defined by another strategy under comparison (i.e. GNFL or NWL-UFL). From
Cauthy Inequality and (5.2), the SRLG pairs required by NMR would not be larger.
We can use NWL-UFL as a benchmark to evaluate the performance of the others. The
“pair ratio” is defined by:
PairRatio =
∑
k∈V
∑
i<j |gki | · |gkj |
|V | · (|Φ|
2
) (5.3)
Clearly, NWL-UFL’s pair ratio is 1, which is a upper bound of all monitoring requirements.
5.5 Heuristic for Static Joint Design
This section introduces the proposed heuristic for the static joint design problem. Assume
all the W-LPs are given and shortest-path routed. The basic idea of the proposed heuristic
is to iteratively look for a solution with the highest utility (i.e. lowest cost according to
(5.1)).
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5.5.1 M-trail Allocation Procedure
The m-trail global-sharing scheme[25] introduced in Section 4.4, can be used by the pro-
posed heuristic to generate m-trail solutions with two modifications:
1. the algorithm stops when NMR is met
2. when generating an m-trail, a priority queue is used to keep track of the current WL
consumption on each link and the link with lower WL consumption is preferred.
Roughly speaking, the m-trail global-sharing scheme generates m-trails spanning all
unidentified MNs (all nodes are MNs under NMR; an MN is unidentified if it has not met
NMR). First, a tentative trail code is generated by greedily adding entropy-increasing links,
based on the ACT of an MN. Next, a valid m-trail is obtained if the subgraph induced by
the code is connected and spans all unidentified MNs. Otherwise, by not adding links in a
‘0’ coded SRLG, a refined trail code is produced to increase the entropy of that ACT and
meet the connectivity constraint (see [25] for more details).
5.5.2 Proposed Heuristic
The proposed heuristic is given in Fig. 5.3. At the beginning the current best solution SB is
initialized with the lowest utility −∞ (line 1). In each iteration starting at line 2 (totally
it iterations), a joint design solution (line 3-5) is produced. The process to generate a
joint solution takes two steps: the P-LP selection and the m-trail generation, which is
performed one after the other. Firstly, a set of P-LPs (Pc) is selected (as in Fig. 5.4),
which picks up useful P-LPs from a pool of precomputed k-shortest paths (line 3). Next,
the monitoring requirements for each node is derived from the P-LP solution using the
method in Subsection 5.4.2 (line 4). Then, nt m-trail solutions will be generated based
on the WL consumption and the monitoring requirements of Pc. Combining Pc with the
m-trail solutions, we get nt joint solutions (line 5). Afterwards, the joint solution with
highest utility SH is selected by a utility function (line 6). If SH achieves higher utility
than current best solution SB, it overwrites SB (line 7).
With regard to P-LP selection, the algorithm in Fig. 5.4 selects at most plim P-LPs for
each W-LP ω in the given W-LP set W sequentially. First, the P-LP candidates for ω are
randomly shuﬄed (line 4). Then, the algorithm continues testing different combinations
of plim P-LPs until a feasible combination is found (line 5-14). When testing a P-LP
combination, the SRLGs which can interrupt ω are saved to a list Φω (line 7). Next, each
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Input: nt,it
Result: Best joint solution SB
begin
1 SB ← {}; Util(SB) ← −∞
2 for i := 1 to it do
3 Pc ← PLPS(), record WL consumption
4 derive monitoring requirements of Pc
5 Generate nt m-trail solutions based on WL
consumption and monitoring requirements of Pc
6 pick up the joint solution SH with highest utility
7 if Util(SH) > Util(SB) then
SB ← SH
8 i← i+ 1
9 return SB
Figure 5.3: Algorithm: Monitoring and Protection Joint Design (MPJD)
P-LP in that combination is tested sequentially (line 8-9); all SRLGs in Φω which can
be protected by current P-LP are removed in the process (line 10-11). In case current
P-LP ρ bypasses all SRLGs handled by previously selected P-LPs for ω, the algorithm will
overwrite the P-LP set Rω with ρ (line 12). Otherwise, current P-LP will be appended to
Rω (line 13). After processing all P-LPs in current combination, a feasible combination
is found if the SRLG list Φω is empty. Otherwise, the next combination is tested (line 6).
5.5.3 Simulation Results
Wavelength Channel Consumption ratioWav = ω/(2|E|) and trail ratio Tr = J/(dlog2 |Φ|e)
are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristic, where ω, |E| and J de-
notes the total WLs consumed for joint design, the number of links in the network, and
the number of m-trails required, respectively. For cost function (5.1), γ is set to 5. As
usual, the WLs consumed for monitoring is called Coverlength.
To check the performance of the heuristic in Fig. 5.3 (implemented using LEMON[2])
under various traffic loads (load= {0.2, 0.4, 1}), we generate 50 20-node random topologies
with 50 links to 90 links (using the method in [65], implemented using [1]). Without
confusion, all ratios plotted are the best results averaged over 10 different topologies. Full
traffic load implies a bi-directional W-LP connecting any two nodes (e.g. 20 node network
implies
(
20
2
)
W-LPs). For each load (load = {0.2, 0.4}) and a given topology, a set of W-
LPs are randomly picked from 10 W-LP sets generated by the shortest path algorithm. 10
P-LP candidates for each node pair are precomputed using k shortest path algorithm, as
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Input: plim
Result: Valid PLP solution Ps
begin
1 Ps ← {}
2 foreach W-LP ω ∈ W do
3 fnd← false
4 Randomly shuffle the PLP candidates for ω
5 while fnd =false do
6 Get next combination of plim PLPs
7 Φω ← SRLGs affecting ω; Rω ← ∅
8 while Φω 6= ∅ or some PLPs unprocessed do
9 get the next PLP ρ in combination
10 if ρ protects some SRLGs Φ− in Φω then
11 Φω ← Φω \ Φ−
12 if ρ bypasses all SRLGs handled by Rω
then
Rω ← {ρ}
13 else
Rω ← Rω ∪ ρ
14 if Φω = ∅ then
fnd =true; Ps ← Ps ∪ Rω
15 return Ps
Figure 5.4: Algorithm: PLP Selection (PLPS)
another input to the heuristic. Specifically, plim = 3 (see Fig. 5.4) in simulation, allowing
up to 3 P-LPs to protect each W-LP.
Fig. 5.5 demonstrates the performance of the proposed heuristic, NWL-UFL [62] and
GNFL[61], which are labelled by “NMR”, “NW” and “GNFL” respectively (For NWL-
UFL, only monitoring resource consumption is shown). For NMR, instead of localizing
all the SRLG failures, each node is only required to distinguish a subset of SRLG pairs
necessary for achieving the all-optical restoration.This is a further improvement against
[62] and [61], where the former (i.e. NWL-UFL) forces all nodes to distinguish every pair of
SRLGs, while the latter (i.e. GNFL), although defined neighborhood for each node under
single link failures, still requires to distinguish more SRLG pairs than necessary, and to
consume an excessive number of transmitters (or transponders) for using shortest paths as
m-trails.
The number part in a data label represents the traffic load. A data label ends withm if it
merely indicates monitoring resource consumption (i.e. consumed by m-trails); otherwise,
it indicates the total network resource consumed (i.e. by P-LPs and m-trails/paths).
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Figure 5.5: Simulation Results for random networks
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The proposed heuristic outperforms the other two in consuming less WLs and transpon-
ders (no. of m-trails/paths). As shown by Fig. 5.5a, 5.5c and 5.5e, total WL consumption
grows with the increase of traffic load for NMR and GNFL. When network size is larger,
a lower WL consumption ratio is witnessed since the topology is more densely connected
for both NMR and GNFL. Moreover, Coverlength dominates the total WL consumption
in most cases except for some high traffic load for the proposed heuristic. Fig. 5.5b, 5.5d
and 5.5f show the trail number grows with traffic load and NMR outperforms the others.
Fig. 5.5a-5.5d also show the coverlength and trail ratio achieved by NMR under high load
is close to the one under NWL-UFL while NMR outshines NWL-UFL in other cases.
Fig. 5.5g-5.5h compare the monitoring requirements specified by NMR, GNFL and
NWL-UFL under various traffic loads using (5.3). As shown by the figures, NMR dramati-
cally reduces the number of required SRLG pairs under mild traffic loads and outperforms
the others in both single link and dual link failure scenarios.
With regard to the running time, the heuristic takes about 3 minutes to find 100
feasible solutions (i.e. nt = it = 10 in Fig. 5.3) on a work-station with 2.8G CPU and
1G memory. The tested joint design problem asks to find solutions for a 20-node, 90-link
random network under full traffic load, and all upto 2-link SRLGs are under consideration.
NWL-UFL and GNFL takes longer since their monitoring requirement is more strict than
NMR.
5.6 Heuristic for Dynamic Joint Design
The proposed dynamic survivable routing scheme, namely Dynamic Joint design Heuristic
(DJH), is presented in this section. It aims to solve the W-LP, P-LPs and a set of m-trails
corresponding to a connection request, such that each node along the P-LPs meets the
NMR of the connection; i.e., each node along the P-LPs can be aware of the SRLG failure
status that may possibly affect the W-LP via the inspected on-off status of the traversing
m-trails and other existing W-LPs, so as to ensure an all-optical failure restoration that
is free from any after-failure real-time signaling. With the failure status knowledge, the
nodes on the P-LPs can react to the identified failure immediately for the W-LP restoration
without waiting for any control plane notification.
For simplicity, we assume each connection request Ci = (nsi, nti) is bidirectional, where
nsi and nti denotes the two end nodes, respectively. A wavelength channel (WL) reserved
for an m-trail can be reused by a P-LP. When a new connection request Ci arrives, it is
accepted only if the dynamic joint design algorithm can successfully: 1) establish a W-LP
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Input: nt,mit
Result: Blocking Rate, Avg WL consumption
begin
1 foreach connection request Ci = (nsi, nti) do
2 W ←WlpR(k, nsi, nti)
3 if W = ∅ then
4 block Ci
else
5 pi∗ ← PlpR(W,nsi, nti)
6 if pi∗ = ∅ then
7 block Ci
else
8 (T I , TO)←MtrR(pi∗,mit)
9 if T I ∪ TO = ∅ then
10 block Ci
else
11 accept Ci, apply routings for Ci
12 update WL usage
Figure 5.6: Algorithm: Dynamic Joint Design Heuristic (DJH)
for the request, 2) allocate the corresponding P-LP(s) for protecting the W-LP from any
predefined failure event, and 3) modify the m-trail set to meet the NMR corresponding to
Ci and all the other connections currently supported in the system. Otherwise, the request
will be blocked.
Fig. 5.6 details the proposed dynamic joint design heuristic (DJH), which handles each
arriving request Ci in three steps. Firstly, the heuristic calls procedure WlpR to generate
some feasible W-LP candidates (line 2). These candidates could be pre-computed and
stored in a database for each node pair. Secondly, with the W-LP candidates, PlpR tries
to assign P-LP(s) for each W-LP candidate and selects the combination with highest utility
(i.e. less SRLG pairs to differentiate and less WL consumption), denoted as pi∗ in (line
5). Finally, procedure MtrR (line 8) tries to deploy m-trails for meeting the NMR of all
connections currently in system as well as pi∗.
During the whole process, the request Ci will be simply blocked if any of the above
steps fails (line 3-4, 6-7, 9-10). Otherwise, Ci is accepted and launched in the network
(line 11-12).
Note that Wlpr generates a number of k W-LP candidates corresponding to the con-
nection request Ci by using Yen’s Algorithm[10] on the residual graph. With the candidate
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W-LPs, the SRLGs that may fail each W-LP will be given. Thus, Dijkstra’s algorithm
is used by PlpR to derive the P-LPs for each candidate W-LP, where each P-LP of a
candidate W-LP is diversely routed from one or multiple SRLGs that intersects with the
W-LP, such that every link along the W-LP is protected by at least one P-LP from any
considered SRLG failure event.
The main novelty of the proposed heuristic is in the task of m-trail allocation corre-
sponding to a connection request defined in the function MtrR, which is given in Fig .5.7.
To make the presentation clearer, we refer an “out-of-band” m-trail to as a lightpath exclu-
sively used for the monitoring purpose, while an “in-band” m-trail to as an existing W-LP
in the network whose failure status is also monitored and considered in the monitoring
plane.
5.6.1 Overview of m-trail allocation
The m-trail allocation takes three steps. First, the W-LPs in system are randomly shuﬄed
(line 3) and a W-LP is configured as an in-band m-trail if it helps meet NMR(line 4).
Second, in case the in-band m-trails cannot fully meet NMR, some out-of-band m-trails
in system are selected(line 5-7). Finally, additional out-of-band m-trails will be launched
online if the first two steps fail to meet NMR (line 8-11).
The detailed process for launching additional m-trails is as follows. As long as the
current set of m-trails cannot meet NMR(line 8), a node which needs further monitoring
information, ni, and a pair of undifferentiated SRLG pair (φj, φk) (line 9) are chosen.
Then, procedure GenMtr is called to generate an m-trail which starts from node ni and can
differentiate φj and φk (line 10). If no m-trail can be generated, MtrR stops; otherwise,
the generated m-trail is saved to the out-of-band m-trail set TO, WL usage are updated
accordingly (line 11), and MtrR tries to generate another m-trail if the NMR is not fully
met(line 8).
Fig. 5.9 gives a detailed example for the m-trail allocation process. Suppose that when
Connection 3 arrives, the first two connections are not released; thereby their W-LPs,
P-LPs and m-trails are still in system (see Fig. 5.9a,b and d; T4, W3 and P
∗
3 have not
been deployed at the moment). Suppose that connection 3 asks to establish a connection
between v2 and v3. Thus, a new W-LP W3 is created along with a P-LP P
∗
3 to protect it as
Fig. 5.9c shows. Note that W3 is established by configuring the out-of-band m-trail T3 as
an in-band one. To achieve all-optical restoration for W3, all nodes on P
∗
3 should be aware
of the link status of (v2, v3). In other words, the monitoring requirements at all nodes
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Input: WLP-PLP canidate pi, tit
Result: inband m-trail set: T I ; out-of-band m-trail set: TO
begin
1 {T I , TO} ← ∅
2 compute NMR imposed by pi and other connections in
system
/* deploy W-LPs as inband m-trails */
3 randomly shuffle the WLPs in system W c
4 foreach WLP ω ∈W c do
T I ← T I ∪ ω if ω helps achieve NMR
/* pick out-of-band m-trails in system
*/
5 while T I ∪ TO cannot achieve NMR do
6 pick up an out-of-band m-trail ρ in system
7 TO ← TO ∪ ρ if ρ helps achieve NMR
/* launch additional out-of-band
m-trails */
8 while T I ∪ TO cannot achieve NMR do
9 select an undifferentiated node ni and an
undifferentiated SRLG pair {φj , φk} at ni
10 ρ← GenMtr(ni, φj , φk, tit)
11 if ρ = ∅ then
break
else
TO ← TO ∪ ρ
update WL usage
12 if T I ∪ TO cannot achieves NMR then
{T I , TO} ← ∅
return (T I , TO)
Figure 5.7: Algorithm: M-trail Routing (MtrR)
now further stipulate link (v3, v2) to be uniquely identified for switching to P
∗
3 (Compare
Fig. 5.9e-h with Fig. 5.1d-g).
The m-trail allocation procedure MtrR then begins allocating m-trails at each node.
At node v4, MtrR first add W1 as an in-band m-trail while in-system m-trails T1 and T2
are added later. Since T1, T2 and W1 have met the NMR at v4, no additional m-trail
is generated(see Fig. 5.9e). Similarly, at v3 and v2, MtrR meets the NMR by keeping
the m-trails and W-LPs allocated for the first two connections(compare Fig. 5.9f,h with
Fig. 5.1e,g). However, at v1, just deploying W1, W2 and T1 cannot differentiate (v3, v2)
from link (v2, v4)(see Fig. 5.1f). To meet the NMR at v1, a new m-trail T4 will be generated
by calling the m-trail generation procedure GenMtr.
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Input: node ni, SRLG pair: {φj , φk}, tit
Result: m-trail ρ to differentiate {φj , φk} for ni
begin
1 L = {link with free WL}; it← 0
2 Lφj ,φk ← {link with free WL and ∈ (φj \φk)∪(φk \φj)}
3 while it < tit and Lφj ,φk 6= ∅ do
4 it← it+ 1;select a link l+ ∈ Lφj ,φk
5 if l+ ∈ φj then
G∗ ← links with free WL and /∈ φk
else
G∗ ← links with free WL and /∈ φj
6 Lρ ← {l
+}
7 foreach link l′ ∈ L \ {l+} do
if l′ helps differentiate more SRLG pairs for ni
then
Lρ ← Lρ ∪ {l
′}
8 foreach link l′ ∈ L do
if l′ ∈ Lρ then
twt[l′]← wt[l
′]
GRWT
else
twt[l′]← WlUse(l′) + 1
9 ρ← Dijkstra(G∗, twt, ni, either end node of l+)
10 if ρ 6= ∅ then
append l+ to ρ if ρ does not traverse l+
break
else
Lφj ,φk ← Lφj ,φk \ {l+}
return ρ
Figure 5.8: Algorithm: Generate M-trail (GenMtr)
5.6.2 Generating m-trails
The m-trail generation procedure GenMtr is shown in Fig. 5.8. Firstly, all links with
free WL are recorded in the link set L (line 1) while the links with free WL and not
contained by both SRLGs are saved to Lφj ,φk (line 2). Next, GenMtr will run for at most
tit iterations(line 3-10), which tries to use the link candidate in Lφj ,φk to differentiate the
SRLG pair.
At the beginning, a link l+ will be selected randomly (line 4) and a pruned graph G∗
will be constructed (line 5). Then, the link set Lρ, which represents the m-trail to be
generated, is initialized as {l+} (line 6). Additional links are added to the link set Lρ
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Figure 5.9: Demo DJH
sequentially, such that as many SRLG pairs can be differentiated at ni (line 7).
Since Lρ may not compose a valid m-trail, the Dijkstra algorithm will try to traverse
through as many links in Lρ as possible with proper link weight setting(line 8-10). If
Dijkstra’s algorithm succeeds, a valid m-trail will be obtained; otherwise, current link
candidate l+ will be deleted from Lφj ,φk and the algorithm tries to generate another m-
trail using the next link candidate(line 10).
In line 8, twt[l′] stores the computed weight of link l′ while wt[l′] denotes the given
link cost on l′; GRWT is a constant representing the total link cost of the network graph
while WlUse(l′) represents the WL usage ratio on link l′. Thus, each link in Lρ is assigned
a small weight corresponding to its given link cost while all the other links with free WL
are assigned bigger weight based on their WL usage.
Fig. 5.10 illustrates how the m-trail T4 is generated for meeting the NMR at v1. To
differentiate (v3, v2) from (v2, v4) at v1, the generated m-trail should not pass through both
(v3, v2) and (v2, v4). Suppose that GenMtr(Fig. 5.8) chooses (v3, v2) and (v2, v4) as the
links which must be passed through (l+) and bypassed respectively(see Fig. 5.10a).
Firstly, GenMtr adds (v3, v2) to the m-trail’s link set Lρ. Since NMR is met (check
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Figure 5.10: M-trail demo
v1’s RT shown in Fig. 5.10b), no further links will be added. Suppose that each link has a
unit cost. Thus, the total weight of the given graph is 5. According to the weight setting
rules given in GenMtr(Fig. 5.8: line 8), the links in Lρ are set a smaller link weight:
1
5
while other links’ weight are set to 1.
Next, Dijkstra’s algorithm is launched(see Fig. 5.10c), which connects v1 to one end
node of (v3, v2). Let v1 − v2 be the obtained path. By concatenating v1 − v2 with link
(v2, v3), the m-trail T4 : v1 − v2 − v3 is generated successfully. After filling T4 into v1’s RT,
the NMR is met at v1(see Fig. 5.9g).
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5.6.3 Simulation Results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed DJH scheme, a discrete event-driven simu-
lation was conducted to examine its blocking probability performance. For comparison,
we implemented Protected Working Capacity Envelope (PWCE) [86], which is the only
reported dynamic survivable routing scheme that guarantees an all-optical and signaling-
free failure restoration for every W-LP. A simplified version of DJH, namely DJHnt, was
also implemented to serve as a plain FDP scheme without considering monitoring. It is
expected that DJHnt serves as a benchmark and will yield no worse blocking performance
than DJH. Such performance advantage is at the expense of taking electronic signaling for
the restoration of failed W-LPs and longer restoration time.
In the simulation, each link contains Ψ WLs in both directions, where Ψ is 16, 32, and
64, respectively. A plotted data is as a result of 20, 000 connection requests, each for a bi-
directional W-LP protected by a set of link-disjoint P-LPs. Each connection request arrives
randomly upon the network node pairs one after the other without any prior knowledge of
future arrivals, with an arrival rate of λ and an average holding time of 1
µ
.
The three schemes (i.e., DJH, PWCE, and DJHnt) are examined using four topolo-
gies, in which two are randomly generated networks with 20 nodes and average nodal degree
as 4 and 6 respectively, and another two are well known commercial network topologies
namely ARPA2 and BellCore (see Fig. 5.11) . For DJH, up to three W-LP candidates
are generated for each connection request, while the procedure GenMtr will try at most
twice to obtain a valid m-trail. For PWCE, two p-Cycles possibly with multiple copies are
pre-computed. Note that although the proposed DJH can easily handle multi-link failures,
we only consider single-link failures in this simulation.
Fig. 5.12 demonstrates the blocking probability of the three schemes under different
traffic loads and network capacities Ψ for 20 node random networks. As expected, DJHnt
achieves the lowest blocking probability while DJH significantly outperforms PWCE. It
is interesting to observe that the performance gap between DJH and DJHnt is slightly
increased when the traffic load is increased at the beginning, but the difference keeps still
and even becomes smaller when the traffic load is further increased (see Fig. 5.12c and e).
This is due to the effect of resource sharing between the m-trails and the P-LPs, which
becomes more effective in slowing down the increase of the monitoring capacity assumption
when the number of connections co-existing in the network is getting larger.
We further observed that the larger the network capacity (i.e., Ψ), the smaller the
performance gap between DJH and DJHnt is. For example, when the total traffic load
is 175 Erlang, the gap of the blocking probability is around 0.2 with Ψ = 16 as shown in
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Figure 5.11: network topologies for simulation
Fig. 5.12a, while becoming almost zero with Ψ = 32 as shown in Fig. 5.12c. This is due to
the fact that the monitoring resource consumption is upper bounded by that of NWL-UFL
(i.e., the situation where every node can localize the failure of every SRLG). Thus, when
the network capacity is larger to simultaneously accommodate more connections, a newly
arrived connection has a better chance to reuse the existing m-trails for meeting the NMR.
We also observed that the performance gap between DJH and DJHnt is smaller in
denser network topologies as demonstrated by Fig. 5.12, because in this case the m-trails
only occupy a smaller portion of the total network capacity.
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Figure 5.12: Results for 20-node random networks
In Fig. 5.13, we examined the three schemes in two typical network topologies, namely
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Figure 5.13: Results for typical networks
ARPA2 (21 nodes, 25 links) and BellCore (15 nodes, 28 links)[82]. We have seen quite
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similar performance behavior of the three schemes as observed before, where the proposed
DJH scheme leads to better blocking performance in network topologies with larger nodal
degrees and link capacity. As shown in Fig. 5.13a, when the network is the sparsest and
Ψ is the smallest, DJH is even outperformed by PWCE; but when Ψ is increased to 64,
DJH becomes significantly better than PWCE and yields almost a zero performance gap
with DJHnt.
As for running time, all the three schemes were run on a workstation with a 2.2G
CPU and 1G memory. We note that DJH takes about a few hundreds milliseconds for
settling each connection, while DJHnt and PWCE only needs less than 10 milliseconds,
since DJHnt waives the m-trail allocation process as in DJH, and PWCE even has the
p-Cycles pre-computed. Thus, DJH could be subject to a scalability issue as the network
size is getting larger. One way to mitigate this problem is that a connection request is
settled simply by using DJHnt and the service is provisioned before the m-trails for NMR
are in place. This can significantly reduce the connection setup time but is obviously at
the risk that a failure occurs to the connection and has to be restored via conventional
electronic signaling protocols.
5.7 Conclusions
This chapter introduced a novel framework of survivable routing in the network optical
layer that jointly determines network monitoring plane and spare capacity allocation in
the presence of either static or dynamic traffic. This chapter first discussed the feasibility
of the targeted all-optical failure restoration process along with its implementation details.
Based on the proposed framework, we developed two novel heuristics: MPJD and DJH.
MPJD was developed to determine the P-LPs and m-trails given the W-LPs, which
was further examined by extensive simulation. We have witnessed in the simulation that
the proposed approach can outperform the reported schemes in [62, 61] in terms of totally
consumed WLs, required transponders (i.e.,the number of m-trails) and the pair of SRLGs
required to be distinguished.
On the other hand, DJH, was developed for dynamic survivable routing as well as
m-trail deployment in a single stage. Extensive simulation was conducted to validate the
proposed framework and gain insights into the blocking probability performance. In par-
ticular, we compared DJH with a couple of its counterparts, namely PWCE and DJHnt.
The former is to the best of our knowledge, the only reported dynamic survivable routing
scheme that can achieve all-optical restoration, while the later is simply a conventional
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FDP scheme taken as a benchmark in the performance comparison.. We found that the
proposed DJH scheme is is significantly advantageous against PWCE, and its perfor-
mance is getting closer to that of DJHnt as the network topologies are denser and link
capacity is larger.
We conclude that the proposed framework can achieve all-optical and signaling-free
restoration like in ring networks, while maintaining high capacity efficiency as in FDP
based survivable routing. Fig. 5.14 summaries the main ideas and concepts in this chapter.
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Figure 5.14: mind map for Signaling-free All-optical Restoration Framework
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, I proposed a novel framework of all-optical failure restoration in the optical
layer for jointly determining network monitoring plane and spare capacity allocation in the
presence of either static or dynamic traffic. The proposed framework aims to enable a gen-
eral shared protection scheme to achieve near optimal capacity efficiency as in FDP while
subject to an ultra-fast, all-optical, and deterministic failure restoration process. Simply
put, Local Unambiguous Failure Localization(L-UFL) and FDP are the two building blocks
for the proposed restoration framework.
Under L-UFL, by properly allocating a set of m-trails, a set of nodes can unambigu-
ously identify every possible SRLG failure merely based on its locally collected LOL signals.
Two heuristics were first proposed by us to solve the L-UFL problem and introduced in
Chapter 4. The heuristic in [25] achieves L-UFL using S-LPs. Thanks to the Enhanced
Min Wavelength Max Information principle and other techniques, the proposed heuristic
algorithm exhibits a satisfactory performance in minimizing the number of m-trails, cov-
erlength and the running time of the algorithm. The other L-UFL heuristic in [23] further
reduces the monitoring resource consumption by jointly considering the working lightpaths
and newly added supervisory lightpaths as m-trails. This is the first study that investi-
gates L-UFL using S-LPs and W-LPs. The problem of selecting an optimal set of working
lightpaths for L-UFL was shown to be NP-complete. Techniques were developed to solve
the L-UFL m-trail allocation problem which iteratively constructs the desired m-trail so-
lution using a novel entropy based utility function. Simulation results on various network
topologies demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and its performance
advantage against other methods.
Based on the L-UFL heurisitcs, two novel heuristics: MPJD[22] and DJH[27] were
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proposed under the novel restoration framework. MPJD was developed to determine the
P-LPs and m-trails given the W-LPs, which was further verified by extensive simulation.
We have witnessed that the proposed approach can outperform the reported schemes in
[62, 61] in terms of consumed WLs, required transponders (i.e.,the number of m-trails) and
the pair of SRLGs required to be distinguished.
On the other hand, DJH, in which a generic dynamic survivable routing scheme based
on FDP is jointly implemented with an m-trail deployment scheme. Extensive simulation
was conducted to gain insights into the blocking probability performance. In particular, we
compared DJH with a couple of its counterparts, namely PWCE and DJHnt. We found
that the proposed DJH scheme is advantageous against PWCE, and its performance is
getting closer to that of DJHnt as the network topologies are denser and link capacity is
larger.
All in all, the proposed restoration framework can achieve all-optical and signaling-
free restoration with the help of L-UFL, while maintaining high capacity efficiency as in
FDP based survivable routing. The proposed heuristics achieve satisfactory performance
as verified by the simulation results.
As regard to future work, Integer Linear Programs could be proposed for the novel
restoration framework as a benchmark to validate the performance of the heuristics. Ap-
proximation algorithms are desired as well to guarantee the performance to some extent.
The restoration framework can be further enhanced to support different QoS levels(e.g.
some W-LPs does not need protection), different recovery granularities(e.g. WL-level
rather than link level), as well as different traffic patterns(multicast, P2P traffic etc.).
The deployment of wavelength-converters and amplifiers should be taken into considera-
tion as well. Some multi-stage monitoring scheme could be developed as a compromise
between recovery time and network resource consumption in a time interval. M-trail light
signals can be transmitted periodically to save energy while other metrics such as bit-
error-rate and signal degrade could be examined to handle more complex failure scenarios.
Most importantly, a multi-layer survivability scheme is desired which can coordinate the
restoration actions at each layer and efficiently while rapidly perform the recovery.
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Acronyms
ACT Alarm Code Table. 27
CGT Combinatorial Group Testing. 12
GMPLS Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching. 23
ILP Integer Linear Programming. 15
IV Incidence Vector. 28
L-UFL Local Unambiguous Failure Localization. 26
LOL Loss of Light. 23
m-cycle Monitoring Cycle. 9
m-path Monitoring Path. 9
m-structure Monitoring Structure. 9
m-trail Monitoring Trail. 9
m-tree Monitoring Tree. 9
MN Monitoring Node. 26
NMR Necessary Monitoring Requirement. 57
NWL-UFL Network-wide Local Unambiguous Failure Localization. 27
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OXC Optical Cross-Connect. 8
p-Cycle Preconfigured Protection Cycle. 20
P-LP Protection Lightpath. 18
S-LP Supervisory Lightpath. 10
SONET Synchronous Optical Networking. 1
SRLG Shared Risk Link Group. 9
UFL Unambiguous Failure Localization. 11
W-LP Working Lightpath. 10
WDM Wavelength Division Multiplexing. 1, 2, 8
WL Wavelength Channel. 8
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